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A time of flight, crossed beams technique has been used to 
study the narrow angle scattering of a fast beam of potassium atoms 
by two small molecules, CH 3I and N 2 . Results are reported for a 
number of collision energies in the range 100-250 eV LAB. 
The data show a number of peaks in the scattered time of flight 
spectra indicating inelastic processes taking place. The excita- 
tions are interpreted as electronic excitation of the atom or molecule. 
All of the atomic excitation processes and some of the molecular ones 
are accompanied by vibrational excitation due to the involvement of 
intermediate potential surfaces with equilibrium geometries different 
from the ground state. 
A simple classical model involving ground and excited ion pair 
states is shown to account very well for the 14 exit channels for 
which data is available in the CH3I system (including ion pair for-
mation). The ground ionic intermediate accounts for the observed 
A state excitation in CH 3I as well as the production of excited 
alkali atoms. Other, more highly excited, processes can be under-
stood on the basis of an electron harpoon to form one of a sequence 
of strongly ionic doorway states. 
A similar model is developed to account for the alkali excita-
tion in the N2 system. The molecular vibrational excitation which 
accompanies the atomic excitation is shown to depend strongly on the 
phase of the N 2 motion. 
The final chapter is concerned with the construction and perfor-
mance of a location sensitive scattered atom/ion detector. 
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Understanding of collisions between atoms and/or molecules is 
fundamental to chemistry. Chemical and thermal equilibria are main-
tained by collisions while rates of chemical reaction and energy 
transfer are controlled by the frequency and dynamics of molecular 
collisions. 
Chemical experiments,usually performed on bulk samples in thermal 
equilibrium with their surroundings,assume a Boltzmann distribution 
of molecules among the available states and, if the measured pro-
perty is a function of the quantum state of the molecule, only an 
ensemble average can be obtained. The information has to be inter-
preted by means of theories relating statistical models of the bulk 
with the dynamics of a single collision. 
Molecular beam scattering techniques,where a single quantum 
state or range of states can be selected for measurement,allow the 
dynamics of the collision as well as the angular and energy depen-
dence of the associated scattering to be explored. Direct mole-
cular information can be obtained without relying on theories re-
lating molecular properties to non-equilibrium bulk properties. 
Such techniques were first used to study elastic scattering 
in order to determine intermolecular potentials from the total 
scattering cross sections. A number of review articles exist 
(BUC 75, PAU 78). 
Reactive scattering experiments followed, representing the 
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progression into chemical applications (KIN 72, CR1 75). Early 
studies involved reactions of alkali atoms with halogen containing 
molecules (HER 61). This work led to the revival and refinement 
(GIS 79) of the harpoon model, first developed by Polanyl and Magee 
(MAC 40) to explain the large reactive cross sections observed for 
alkali atoms and halogen molecules in flame experiments (POL 32). 
This picture of collisions involving alkali atoms has proved 
to be a very useful one. The reaction is initiated by an electron 
transfer from the metal atom to the molecule. The two ions then 
combine to form the metallic halide leaving behind a free radical. 
The electron jump occurs at the point where the covalent potential 
energy surface crosses the ionic surface. At infinite separation 
0 
these surfaces differ by an energy: 
E 	= 	IP - EA 
	
(1.1) 
where IP is the ionisation potential of the metal and EA the 
electron affinity of the molecule. This is a physically plausible, 
intuitively attractive picture of such reactions and, most importantly, 
it agrees with experimental observations. 
Technological advances in the 1960's made superthermal crossed 
beam experiments possible with collision energies in the range 
10 - 1000eV. These experiments have the advantage of allowing the 
experimenter to separate the dynamics of the collision from the elec-
tronic motion thus simplifying the analysis and understanding of the 
collisions. The velocity of the colliding partners is too great to 
allow reaction to occur - the main exit channels will be electronically 
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excited states with vibrational and rotational excitation of the 
molecule and ion pair formation. 
If interest is confined to the narrow scattering angle region 
in these supertherinal experiments the chemically important well 
region of the potentials can be investigated. With these glancing 
collisions, several electronic states may be involved in the collision. 
The more excited states that are accessed in an experiment the 
more important it becomes to find a simple model capable of repro-
ducing the key features in the data with a minimum of adjustable 
parameters. Not only to help gain an intuitive insight into the 
collision processes but also to help in the assignment of the ex-
perimentally observed processes. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes such a superthermal scat-
tering experiment used to determine the angular dependence of the 
inelastically scattered potassium atoms in collisions with small 
molecules. It has also been used to detect molecular ions formed 
in the collisions. 
The experimental results for potassium colliding with methyl 
iodide and nitrogen are given in Chapter 3. The data is illustrated 
in the form of time of flight profiles for the alkali atom from which 
discrete energy loss processes can be picked out. The relative dif-
ferential cross sections are shown as a function of reduced scattering 
angle for the observed processes. 
In these systems, where the molecules have a negative vertical 
electron affinity, non-adiabatic effects are expected to occur at 
ranges shorter than those observed in the more widely studied 
halogens (LAC 80). Consequently the ionic exit channel can only 
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be reached after a sequence of avoided crossings with excited state 
potential surfaces. A large number of exit channels including 
electronic, vibrational and ion production channels are accessible 
via curve crossings and can yield information on the dynamics of 
the collision. 
A simple classical trajectory surface hopping model used to 
account for the observed exit channels in the collision is des-
cribed in detail in Chapter 4. This extends the use of the har-
poon model to more complex situations with an ion pair state(s) 
providing the gateway to the observed electronically excited states. 
The motion of any molecular system is described by the solution 
of the Schroedinger equation 
(H - E)p 	= 	0 
	
(1.2) 
where H is the total Hamiltonian for the system. The electronic 
and nuclear coordinates can be separated into two groups, internal 
coordinates, q, and external coordinates, Q. Normally the q 
are chosen to be the electronic coordinates, r , and the Q are 
taken as the nuclear coordinates, R (KLE 82). The total Hamil-
tonian for the system can then be written 
H 	= 	T 
Q 	q 
+ H 	 (1.3) 
Here T  is the kinetic energy operator for the external coordinates 
and H is the internal Hamiltonian. Normally H = H 	where H q 	 q 	el el 
is the usual electronic Hamiltonian. 
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation then allows the internal and 
external degrees of freedom to be separated. The total wavefunction 
ip(q,Q) is expanded in a complete, orthonormal set of internal wave- 
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functions, 	 which depend parametrically on Q. 
p(q,Q) 	= 	 (Q) 	 (1.4) 
k 	k 
where 	k is an electronic wavefunction and xk(Q) is the external 
(i.e. nuclear) wavefunction on the potential energy surface associated 
with state k. Substituting this into the Schroedinger equation 
(eq. 1.2) and using the orthonormality of the kS the following 
equation is obtained: 
(TQ + Hkk - E)xk 	= - ' (t, + Rkk , )xk , 	(1.5) 
k'k 
Here tkk? 	the nonadiabatic interaction term, depends upon the 
rate of change of the 
k  with changes in the external coordinates, 
Q. The matrix element 
11Kk''  is given by 
Hkk , (Q) 	= 	<4kIHq I4kt>  
The brackets denote an integration over the q coordinates. 
The internal problem is formally solved by choosing the functions 
and evaluating the matrix elements Hkk, and tkk 	The 
external problem can be solved by finding solutions to equation 1.5. 
There are two common representations used in selecting the inter-
nal basis functions. 
The first is the adiabatic representation which uses the eigen-
functions of H 	as the basis functions. Thus the k' 
	satisfy 
(Hq - Ek)4k = 0 at each value of Q and the matrix elements, Hkk,, 
are given by 




 is the Kronecker delta function. The functions Ek(Q) 
are the potential energy surfaces which govern the motion of the 
external coordinates. The coupling between different states, k 
and k', is then caused by the nonadiabatic interaction term, 
tkkt• 
The diabatic representation is the other common choice for the 
basis functions. The kS  are determined at a fixed value of Q, 
say Q, and then do not change as Q varies 
4(q;Q) 	 4(q) 	. 	 (1.8) 
Since the functions 	do not vary with Q, the nonadiabatic 
interaction terms, t 
kk'9 
 are zero. Transitions between two dia-
batic surfaces Hkk(Q)  and H(Q)  are induced by the off-diagonal 
matrix element H,(Q). 
Diabatic potential surfaces are used in the model - a good 
approximation at the collision energies involved - and the Landau-
Zener theory (ZEN 32) is used to calculate the probability of 
crossing between surfaces. 
Chapters 5 and 6 discuss the experimental data in the light of 
the modelling results. 
The K-CH3I collision system (Chapter 5) is known to be a good 
example of electron harpooning (HER 79) and this is confirmed here 
with the model successfully predicting the fourteen exit channels 
for which data is available. 
Nitrogen (Chapter 6) is not such a clear cut example. The 
negative ion has only been observed as a short-lived resonance in 
electron scattering experiments (SCH 73) and there is some debate 
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as to the validity of an ion pair coupling ground and excited states 
(HER 81). However the modelling shows that at superthermal collision 
energies this still provides a useful picture for the collisions. 
The final chapter is concerned with the construction of a 
multi-angle atom/ion detector. Such a detector makes a number of 




The results reported in Chapter 3 of this thesis were obtained 
on a molecular beam apparatus designed to investigate the dynamics 
of collisions between alkali atoms and various target molecules in 
the supertherinal energy range from about 50 eV to 1000 eV. 
A time of flight technique is used which allows observation of 
any electronic and/or vibrational excitation occurring during the 
collision. This makes an assignment of the final states of the 
collision system possible. The relative differential cross sections 
were calculated from measurements taken in the narrow scattering 
angle region about the main beam line - up to about 40 in the lab. 
frame of reference. By confining interest to this region the model 
calculations are considerably simplified with the use of a small 
angle formula (see Chapter 4) and the chemically important part of 
the atom-molecule potential surfaces can be probed. 
The construction of the apparatus has been described in detail 
by Duchart (DUC 71) with various modifications described by 
Reddington (RED 73), Kerr (KER 75) and Black (BLA 81). The most 
recent addition to the apparatus, to enable positive molecular ions 
formed in the collision to be detected, has been briefly described 
by Brunetti et al. (BRU 84) and will be given in a little more detail 
here. 
The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. There are 
four main sections; the alkali beam production, the target beam 
Fig. 2.1: 	Schematic Diagram of Apparatus. 
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formation, the detection of the scattered alkali atoms and the detec-
tion of positive molecular ions. 
2.2 	Vacuum System 
The apparatus is made up of four differentially pumped chambers 
containing the main beam source, the cross beam unit, the scattering 
region and positive ion detector and the alkali atom detector. 
The beam production chambers and the scattering chamber are 
pumped by oil diffusion pumps with liquid nitrogen cryogenic baffles 
backed up by three rotary pumps on a single roughing line. Liquid 
nitrogen cold traps are used to catch any stray condensibles thus 
preventing any build-up causing poor scattered beam intensities and 
higher background noise. Pressures to be expected in the alkali 
beam production chamber and the collision chamber are 10-5  and 10-6  
torr. respectively. A gate valve separates these two chambers. The 





The alkali detection chamber is connected to the bulk of the 
apparatus by flexible bellows with a gate valve providing entry from 
the collision chamber. The detection chamber is initially pumped out 
through this slit until a low enough pressure is achieved to allow 
the ion pump to operate. It provides the main pumping power, run-
ning continuously with a titanium sublimation pump to handle 
occasional heavy contamination. The pressure in this chamber is 
normally about lO 	torr. 
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2.3 Alkali Beam Production 
Potassium ions are produced by surface ionisation on a porous 
tungsten disc heated radiatively to about 1500K and bathed to the 
rear in potassium vapour from a reservoir oven maintained at a 
temperature of about 250 ° C. The oven Is kept at a positive voltage 
corresponding to the desired beam energy. The ions are extracted 
by a two element grid and accelerator electrostatic lens which 
focusses the ions into the Lindholm-Custaffson deceleration lens 
assembly. This lens focusses the ion beam by means of an electro-
static field which drops exponentially in strength over the length 
of the lens system. Several of the lens elements are split to 
allow steering of the ion flux so that misalignments in the source 
may be compensated for. 
After the deceleration lens the focussed ion beam enters the 
pulsing lens where it is first pulsed by applying a voltage across 
its path. After a suitable delay, velocity compression is applied 
to the slice of beam passed by the pulsing plates. A voltage 
gradient is set up along the beam path such that those ions to the 
rear of the pulse experience a greater acceleration than those to 
the front so the original pulse is compressed to a much narrower 
pulse at the detector, thus making time of flight studies possible 
(McC 78). 
The pulsed beam is neutralised by charge exchange on passing 
through a second oven containing potassium at about 166 ° C by the 
resonant process: 
K+ (fast) + K° (slow) -'- K° (fast) + K+ (slow). 
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The charge exchange oven is kept as near as possible to the 
optimum temperature, since the intensity of the final neutral beam 
is sensitive to changes at this point. Below about 160 ° C the vapour 
is too diffuse to achieve any useful degree of neutralisation while 
above about 170 ° C the vapour pressure is too high and the intensity 
is badly diminished by multiple collisions. 
The neutral pulsed flux passes between dump plates, where a 
transverse voltage deflects any residual ions out of the beam path, 
and is collimated on entering the collision chamber. 
2.4 Cross Beam Production 
The cross beam reservoir is set up in a gas line external to 
the main apparatus enabling a variety of target beams to be in- 
vestigated in a single experimental run without lengthy change-overs. 
From the gas line, the slow, thermal cross beam Is let into the col-
lision chamber by effusion through a glass capillary array. It Is 
mechanically chopped at 47Hz to allow signal plus noise and noise 
alone to be differentiated. The cross beam chopper also Interrupts 
light from a bulb falling on a photocell, with the light off when 
the cross beam is off. By monitoring the output from the photocell, 
each arrival at either detector can be labelled according to whether 
the cross beam was on or off when the atom/molecule passed through 
the collision zone. The target beam intensity is continuously 
monitored by a barostat attached to the gas line. 
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2.5 Alkali Atom Detector 
The beam of scattered potassium atoms enters the detector and is 
ionised on a warm tungsten/platinum filament (Fig. 2.2). The ions so 
formed are accelerated towards a well defined spot on the aluminised 
surface directly opposite the scintillator and photomultiplier 
housing. The secondary electrons emitted at the aluminised surface 
are accelerated onto the scintillator. Photons produced by the elec-
tron pulse are detected by the photomultiplier and the output pulse 
is passed to a computer interface. The arrival of the scattered 
atom is recorded (arrivals at the detector stop a 50 MHz crystal 
clock running in synchronism with the pulse modulation) and a time 
of flight spectrum is built up for each scattering angle. The de-
tector is mounted on a turntable and can measure over the range 
0 ° - 12 ° in the laboratory frame of reference. 
Due to the low count rates, especially at wider angles, an ex-
periment can take about five days. 
2.6 Positive Molecular Ion Detection 
Positive molecular ions formed in the collision zone are extracted 
by a cylindrical Einzel lens into a quadropole mass spectrometer 
(Fig. 2.3). Ions with the selected mass to charge ratio are detected 
using a channel electron multiplier and counted into a dual scalar 
gated in synchronism with the target beam modulation to enable signal 
plus noise and noise alone to be differentiated. With the present 
mass spectrometer the best resolution available is 2 atomic mass units. 
To calibrate the apparatus an electron beam, of known energy, 
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Fig. 2.3: 	Positive Ion Detection. 
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from a heated tungsten filament is used to bombard the target mole-
cules with no alkali atoms present in the collision zone. The strong 
mass dependent transmission of the quadropole and the multiplier res-
ponse can then be corrected for by comparing the electron Impact ion 
yields with published data. 
For these rather preliminary experiments the alkali beam pulsing 
and computer control are not required. 
It is hoped in the future to do experiments where coincidences 
between the scattered alkali atoms and the positive molecular Ions 
are detected. These experiments will help to identify the processes 
involved In producing the autoIonisIng states of the molecule which 
give rise to the positive ions. 
2.7 Data Collection and Analysis for Time of Flight Experiments 
This has been described at length in Black's thesis (BLA 81) 
and only minor changes have been made since then which will be 
mentioned here. 
2.7.1 	Collection 
The collection of experimental data is handled by an on-line 
DEC PDP11/45 computer which displays the accumulating data and pro-
vides the electronic counting for the experiments. Experimental 
conditions are defined at the start of a run by 32 experimental 
variables read Into the collection program, e.g. beam energy, 
target beam mass and details of the apparatus geometry. 
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The detected signal stops a 50 MHz clock counting into a 10 bit 
scal'ar in the interface to record the flight time. With four separate 
scalars, 4 arrivals can be registered in the interface before an 
interrupt to the computer transfers their readings together with the 
time since the previous transfer and other experimental values. Every 
ten minutes the collected data Is written to disc. If experimental 
conditions change, e.g. if the alkali beam intensity falls signifi-
cantly, data collection is stopped and the experimenter informed. 
It is possible to alter the experimental situation via a set of 
manual flags which communicate with the data collection program. 
2.7.2 	Analysis 
The results accumulated on disc in the PDP11/45 computer are 
reviewed and edited after the run is completed. Appropriate reference 
profiles (i.e. undeflected beam) are chosen for the experimental 
angles and blocks collected at the same time are examined and merged 
if necessary to improve the quality of the data. The files are then 
transferred to the Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre's EMAS system 
where the raw data is analysed on the Centre's ICL 2972 computer. 
The data is then transferred to the centre of mass frame of 
reference and a five-point polynomial filter applied to each spectrum. 
The scattering data is then deconvoluted with reference spectra 
using the H.P. Van Crittert method (JAN 70) to enhance the peaks and 
troughs. The program which does this now also outputs the standard 
deviation of the intensity of each data point as the error involved 
in the measurement and normalises to constant total scattering 
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intensity at each deflection angle. At this stage a check is made to 
ensure that peaks in the filtered data are also present in the raw 
data. 
Another program sets up an array of data points suitable for 
the easy extraction of time-of-flight profiles, differential cross 
sections and contour maps. It can be used to 'smooth' the data over 
a narrow angular range to make process assignment easier. This array 
can be normalised to the total inelastic scattering data of 
Reddington (RED 73) to allow comparison of the differential cross 
sections for various processes at a range of collision energies. 
Standard graphics routines, available on EMAS, are used to display 




3.1 	Systems Studied 
Energy transfer processes occurring in collisions between fast 
moving potassium atoms and two small molecules - methyl iodide and 
nitrogen - were investigated using the crossed molecular beam 
apparatus described in Chapter 2. 	Time of flight profiles of 
the scattered potassium atoms were collected at a number of deflec-
tion angles and, from these, energy losses and differential cross 
sections were inferred for a range of collision energies. 
The data was collected by Dr. Stuart Lunt with help from myself 
and Ms. Rona Ryall. I carried out the analysis for the data des-
cribed here. 
The energy resolution is given by 	E/E 'i-. 0.01 so that at the 
higher collision energies two or three peaks may be merged into one 
on the time of flight spectra. The angular range covered was from 
00 to about 90  cm. At larger scattering angles the experiments 
become very time consuming. 
Table 3.1 shows the collision energies studied by the Edinburgh 
group for these two systems over a number of years. References are 
given for the results that have already been reported. 
There are a large number of exit channels open to these systems. 




SYSTEM cm COLLISION ENERGY/eV REFERENCE 
K + CH3 I 81 SUT 80 
K+CH3I 106 
K + CH3 I 164 SUT 80 
K + CH3 I 218 
K + N 2 43 
K + N 2 58 
K + N 2 86 BLA81 
K + N 2 106 
TABLE 3.2 
EXIT CHANNELS 
1) A + BC + A + BC 	(A + BC(v)) 	 ELASTIC (VIBRATIONAL) 
 A+BC AB+C 





A+BC + 	A+BC 
REACTION 
CHEMI-IONISATION (INC. e.g. ELECTRON DETACHMENT) 
ELECTRONIC EXCITATION 
5) A + BC + A + B + C 	 DISSOCIATION 
3.2 	K - CH3I Scattering 
Alkali metal - alkyl halide reactions have played an important 
part in the development of chemical reaction dynamics (MAC 40, HER-79) 
and a large amount of data concerning the reaction channel at ther-
mal energies is available (HER 66). It has been fairly well estab-
lished that the reaction process is an example of electron harpooning 
involving donation of an electron by the metal atom. However, the 
relatively short range encounters required for harpooning in these 
systems destroy the simplicity of near spectator stripping dynamics 
found in the otherwise analogous alkali metal - halogen molecule 
reactions (LAC 80). The position of the ion-pair potential, depen-
dent upon the ionisation potential of the atom and the electron 
affinity of the molecule, is such that many more states are 
accessible via harpooning in the alkyl halide systems. The des-
cription of the reactive process is thus particularly dependent 
upon the potential surfaces and non-adiabatic effects at short 
ranges where information on these properties is scant. 
At collisions in the eV range the differential cross sections 
for the wide range of exit channels available, including elastic 
scattering, vibrational excitation, electronic excitation and ion 
production can all yield information on these non-adiabatic effects. 
Total cross sections for ion production in alkali metal - 
methyl halide systems over a range of collision energies are 
available (MOU 74). More recently, differential cross sections for 
ion production in these systems have been made available (SPA 81, 
PRA 83). 
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Elastic differential cross sections for the neutral exit channels 
(vibronic excitation) have been measured in Edinburgh at four col-
lision energies. The results for two of these collision energies 
have been published (FLU 79). The energy losses observed for all 
collision energies will be presented here for completeness but only 
the previously unpublished data will be presented in the form of 
time of flight profiles and contour maps. This, more recent, data 
was intended to confirm the model predictions based on the more 
intensive data already collected and was not meant to give de-
tailed differential cross sections. 
3.2.1 	Observations 
As can be seen from the contour maps in Fig. 3.1, wlich show 
scattering intensity times the square of the scattering angle 
against final atom velocity and scattering angle, a large number 
of energy losses are observed even at fairly narrow scattering 
angles. 
Any observed energy loss below 1.6 eV - the first possible 
electronic excitation - must be due to vibrational excitation of 
the molecule. The only electronically excited state of potassium 
to be observed is the 4 2 P state. This is seen with differing 
amounts of vibrational excitation depending upon whether an early 
or late crossing onto the ion-pair intermediate has occurred. 
Higher states may be present with low intensity but will be obscured 
by the molecular electronic excitations. 
All other energy losses observed can be attributed to excited 
molecular electronic states, although it is possible to envisage 
POST COLLISION VELOCITY/ 106  cm 
Fig. 3.1: 	K + CH3I Contour Maps 
Contour Levels: 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 30% of elastic peak intensity. 
Process numbers from Table 3,3 are shown. 
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POST COLLISION VELOCITY/ 106 cm1> 
Fig. 3.1 continued 
222 eV cm Collision Energy. 
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double electronic excitation (i.e. both the atom and the molecule 
being electronically excited) contributing to the higher energy 
losses observed. 
The average energy losses measured for each collision process 
at the different collision energies are shown in Table 3.3 along 
with the proposed assignments and electronic excitation energies 
of these assigned states. 
Time of flight profiles at different scattering angles for 
collisions at 109 eV and 222 eV cm are shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. 
The data has been normalised to give the same total scattering 
intensity at each deflection angle. Higher inelastic processes 
can be observed more readily at the higher collision energy but 
the resolution is not so good. 
3.3 K - N2 Scattering 
The quenching of alkali atoms as a result of collisions with 
diatomic molecules has been of interest for a considerable time 
(MAS 73, HER 81). The Na - N 2 system has been of particular 
interest both experimentally (HER 77, REI 82) and theoretically 
(BOT 75, BAU 69, FIS 72, BOT 77, GIS 81). The inverse process, 
atomic excitation as a result of energetic collisions has also been 
investigated (KEN 75, BLA 80). Kempter (MAR 79) has investi- 
gated the differential cross section for excitation of K(4 2p) 
In potassium nitrogen collisions using an atom-photon coincidence 
technique to detect the inelastic process unambiguously. 









n(I) 4. 6s Rydberg 
n(I) - 7s Rydberg 
a(C_H) - 6s Rydberg 
a(CH) 9 7s Rydberg 
n(I) 	a*(C_FI) 
6.5 	(BOS 72) 
8.2 	(BOS 72) 
11.0 	(BOS 74) 
12.9 	(BOS 74) 
6.0 (HIT 78) 
1.2 1.0 






vib. energy in C-I bond 
4s + 
n(I) 	a* (C - I) 
0.0 
1.6 (BAC 32) 
3.5-5.5 (HER 66) 
F'J 



















OBSERVED ENERGY LOSSES, K + CH 
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Fig. 3.3: 	K + CH3I Time of Flight Profiles at 222 eV GM 
Collision Energy 
Process numbers are indicated and typical error bars shown. 
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for the quenching and/or excitation. However calculations of the 
adiabatic potential energy surfaces for sodium-nitrogen (HAB 80) 
suggest otherwise. These calculations show that the energy trans-
fer for Na(3P) excitation/quenching can be interpreted by a 
"bond stretch attraction" mechanism without invoking the ionic 
intermediate. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
The results presented here, involving the excitation of many 
more electronic states of the atom and molecule than the above 
work, will again assume the intervention of some form of ionic 
intermediate in an attempt to push the simple diabatic picture 
of these collisions to its limits. 
Inelastic differential cross sections have been obtained for 
all the observed vibronic excitations occurring in collisions be-
tween fast moving potassium atoms and nitrogen molecules at four 
collision energies: 43.3, 58.1, 85.6 and 106.7 eV cm. Data at 
one of these energies has already been dealt with rigorously 
(BLA 81) and will not be presented here in the form of individual 
time of flight plots or differential cross sections although it 
will be included, for completeness, in Table 3.4 which details the 
energy losses observed, and Fig. 3.5 which shows the angle 
averaged time of flight profiles for each collision energy. 
3.3.1 	Observations 
The contour maps for three collision energies, 43.3, 58.1 and 
106.7 eV cm are shown in Fig. 3.4. Although these plots are useful 
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Fig. 3.4: 	K + N2 Contour Maps. 
Contour levels 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 30% of elastic peak intensity. 
Process numbers from Table 3.4 are shown. 
43.3 eV CM Collision Energy. 
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• Fig. 3.4 	continued. 
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Fig. 3.4 continued. 
106.7 eV CM Collision Energy. 
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most of the data is taken from the time of flight profiles which 
display in a more accessible way, the intensity of the different 
energy loss processes observed for a range of angles. Fig. 3.5 
shows such time of flight profiles averaged over all scattering 
angles for all the collision energies investigated. The data has 
been normalised to the same elastic peak intensity and shifted 
for clarity. 
Figs. 3.6 - 3.8 show similar profiles but for different scat-
tering angles. This data has been normalised to the differential 
cross sections for total inelastic scattering measured in Edinburgh 
by Kerr (KER 75). In this way we can obtain the relative differential 
cross sections for all the processes observed. These are shown in 
Figs. 3.9 - 3.42 for the assigned processes. 
As can be seen from the time of flight profiles and differential 
cross sections, elastic scattering is by far the most intense process 
observed, even at the highest collision energy. Its intensity falls 
off at about 300-360 eV*, corresponding to the onset at the associated 
impact parameter of the inelastic processes. Unfortunately this is 
the limit of the observations for three out of the four collision 
energies for which data is available. The fact that the other pro-
cesses are observed to onset at reduced scattering angles less than 
this is indicative of an attractive intermediate potential surface, 
e.g. of an ionic nature. 
The shapes of the differential cross sections for some of the 
energy loss processes are less well defined due to their low intensity. 
Table 3.4 summarises the energy loss information by giving the 
)6.7 eV CM 
.6 eV CM 
.1 eV CM 
.3 eV CM 
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Energy Loss / eV 
Fig. 3.5: K + N 2 Angle Averaged Time of Flight Profiles 
Process numbers are given and error bars are shown for the 
lowest collision energy. All profiles are normalised to the 
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Fig. 3.6: 	K + N2 Time of Flight Profiles at 43.3 eV GM Collision Energy 
Process numbers are indicated and typical error bars shown 
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Fig. 3.6 continued. 
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Fig. 3.6 continued. 
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Fig. 3.7: K + N2 Time of Flight Profiles at 58.1 eV CM 
Collision Energy. 
Process numbers are indicated and typical error 
bars shown. 
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Fig. 3.7 continued. 
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Fig. 3.7 continued. 
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Fig. 3.8: 	K + N2 Time of Flight Profiles at 106.7 eV C•1 
Collision Energy. 
Process numbers are indicated and typical error bars shown. 
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Fig. 3.8 continued. 
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Fig. 3.10: 43.3eV CM, Process 2 
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Fig. 3.13: 43.3eV CM, .Process 4a 
K(5s), early crossing 
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Fig. 3.14. 43.3eV cM, Process 4b 
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Fig. 3.15: 43.3eV CM, Process 5a 
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Fig. 3.22: 43.3eV CM, Process 11 
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Fig. 3.27: 58.1eV CM, Process 3 
	
Fig. 3.28: 58.1eV CM, Process 4 




Fig. 3.29: 58.1eV CM, Process 5 	 Fig. 3.30: 58.1eV CM, Process 6 
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Fig. 3.36: 58.1eV CI', Process 12 
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Fig. 3.42: 106.7eV CM, Process 13 
N2 (EE) 
Collision Energy 	cm/eV 
TABLE 3.4 
Observed Energy Losses, K+N 2 
43.3 	58.1 	85.6 	106.7 Proposed assignment 	Predicted electroni 
based on model results Energy Loss/eV 
(Chap. 6) 
Process No. 	1 0 0 0 0 Elastic 0 
2 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.9 vib. energy in N-N 0 
1.5 1.4 2.2 bond 
3a 2.25 2.8 
2.7 3.1 4s  4p 1.6 	(BAC 32) 
3b 3.0 3.6 
4a 3.7 3.7 4.3 4.5 
4.4 4.1 5.0 4s 5s 2.6 	" 
5a 5.0 4.6 
4s 	- 5p 3.1 
5b 5.6 5.5 5.5 
TABLE 3.4 continued. 
Collision Energy cm/eV 43.3 58.1 85.6 106.7 Proposed Assignment PredictedAE/eV 
Process No. 	6 6.4 6.5 X Af 6.2 	(t1C.. 83) g u 
7 7.5 7.5 7.0 XE 	- B 3 ii 7.4 	ti g g 
8 8.0, 	8.4 8.0 8.0 XZ 	- B' 3 E 8.2 	it g u 
9 9.0 9.0 XE 	- a'iT 8.6 g g 
10 9.7 10.2 X 	-. 5 
g g 9.7 
11 10.7 10.8 
10.5 
10.1 	 Un g g 
12 11.5 12.3 12.7 12.5 XE 	- C 3 TI 11.05 g u 
13 12.3 - 14.5 15.4 XE 	 -+ 11.9 g g 
16.0 15.6 16.2 







average energy losses for each collision process at each collision 
energy along with proposed assignments, based on the model results 
in Chapter 6, and electronic excitation energy of these assigned 
states. 
There are two main differences from the potassium - methyl 
iodide data presented earlier: 
More excited atomic states are observed - these may be 
present at low intensities in the potassium - methyl iodide data 
but obscured by the excitation of molecular electronic states. 
For the atomic excitations, the accompanying molecular 
vibrational excitation increases with increasing collision energy 
for nitrogen but decreases with increasing collision energy for 





A full description of a molecular collision would be provided 
by close coupled quantum mechanical calculations including all the 
states of the systems and requiring an accurate knowledge of the 
potential surfaces and matrix elements. Although advances are 
being made in the calculation of accurate potential surfaces (e.g. 
BAL 73, FLAB 80), the information is still very scanty especially 
for electronically excited states and it will still be quite a 
long while before computing power is great enough to make such 
full scale calculations feasible, even for simple molecules. 
Here it is hoped to develop a simple, classical model, based 
on the harpoon model, capable of being applied to many collision 
systems and providing a real physical insight. Such a model should 
be able to predict the large number of exit channels observed 
experimentally. In this .way it can help the experimenter to gain 
some intuitive insight into the processes occurring during a col-
lision and aid the interpretation of the experimental data. 
It has to be physically plausible and use established know-
ledge of the system, such as known molecular parameters, so that 
it remains broadly in agreement with other work. 
4.2 	Background 
The Massey criterion is not satisfied under the experimental 
conditions (NIK 74) so the observed collisional processes fall into 




where 	AE is the adiabatic splitting of the electronic states 
at their closest approach 
is the characteristic radius of action of the potential 
v 	is the velocity of the projectile. 
The transitions from ground to excited state are mainly due 
to coupling between different electronic states which, at a par- 
ticular internuclear distance, are degenerate or nearly degenerate. 
These transitions are highly specific and the Born-Oppenheimer 
condition for validity that the electronic wavefunctions are slowly 
varying as a function of the nuclear coordinate is no longer true. 
For such transitions the adiabatic potential representation, 
where the total wavefunction is expanded in a series of electronic 
wavefunctions which are the eigenfunctions of the electronic 
Hamiltonian, is not the most natural one to use. The simplest 
procedure is to choose a set of basis functions which are loosely 
defined by the requirement that they do not change their character 
as a function of the nuclear coordinate. According to O'Malley 
(OMA 71) these wavefunctions define single configuration electronic 
ttdi ab atII states which do not diagonalise the electronic Hamiltonian 
-29.- 
At a crossing, the diabatic wavefunctions do not change their charac-
ter - they describe the same electronic configuration to the left 
and right of the crossing point. The coupling Is due to the non-
diagonal matrix elements of the electronic Hamiltonian. 
Electronically non-adiabatic effects are observed in a large number 
of fundamental collision processes, including collisional excita- 
tion and ionisation (JAN 78), and a number of theoretical approaches 
to these observed effects have been used. 
There are two main types of theoretical approach - the "state 
based" and "trajectory based" methods. The former, which include 
close coupling methods (TOP 75) and the Bauer-Fisher-Gilmore (BAU 69) 
and Franck-Condon (KEN 72) approximations, start from a conventional 
vibrational state expansion for the total vibrational-translational 
wavefunction. The latter, surface hopping trajectory methods (TUL 71) 
rely on the addition or quantum superposition of electronic state-
to-state transition probabilities from a spectrum of relevant sur-
face hopping trajectories. There are some good reviews available 
(e.g. CHI 79, NIK 70, TTJL 76). 
In fast collisions the surface crossings are localised and many 
states can be accessed. Under these circumstances the surface 
hopping trajectory approach is more useful and is the one adopted here. 
The experimental results (Chapter 3) show electronically excited 
states onsetting at very narrow scattering angles. For this to happen 
there must be an attractive intermediate potential surface linking 
the ground and excited state potential surfaces. Otherwise the 
crossing would have to take place high up on the repulsive potential 
wall, leading to much larger scattering angles. The simplest 
-30- 
attractive intermediate will be ionic in character as in the harpoon 
model. Fig. 4.1 shows deflection functions corresponding to the 
above situations. 
The harpoon model has been used with both adiabatic and dia-
batic potential surfaces. Anderson and Herschbach (AND 75) have 
used the adiabatic formalism to calculate low energy reactive scat-
tering cross sections for various alkali metal halogen molecule 
systems. The agreement with experiments is excellent but non-
reactive scattering data has to be available to obtain the adiabatic 
potentials. 
Aten and Los (ATE 77) have compared the adiabatic and diabatic 
representations for modelling ion pair formation in K + Br  col-
lisions. As expected the adiabatic representation was more suc-
cessful at the lower collision energy (15 eV). 
The diabatic formalism has been much more extensively used. 
The Bauer-Fisher-Gilmore model (BAU 69), mentioned above, and the 
work of the Amsterdam group (KLE 82) being examples. 
The majority of calculations using the harpoon model have 
involved calculating cross sections for reaction and ion-pair for-
mation in collisions between alkali metals and halogen atoms or 
halogen containing molecules (GIS 79, LOS 79). 
The present work is concerned with cross sections for vibronic 
excitation and the estimation of the amount of molecular vibra-
tional energy excited in collisions. Where ion pair formation data 
is available this has also been considered in the model. The re-
action channel is excluded as a possible exit by the high collision 
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Fig. 4.2: General Potential Scheme for H + AB 
Collision System 
Ground and electronically excited states crossed 
by ion-pair state. 
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Fig. 4.1: Comparison of Deflection Functions 
crossing onto ion-pair curve at R (Fig. 4.2) 
and then onto electronically excied state (H + AB) 
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in the collision to accelerate and capture the negative ion before 
leaving the ionic surface or escaping from the collision, except 
in the case of a head on collision. 
A general potential scheme is shown in Fig. 4.2 for the ground 
and first electronically excited covalent surfaces crossed by an 
ion pair state. 
An electron transition is possible both on entering and leaving 
the interaction region, so that a specified exit channel can be 
reached via the ionic intermediate in two ways corresponding to 
either an early or late crossing to the ionic surface. 
When the negative molecular ion is formed at the crossing 
point by a vertical transition, it may be formed in a vibrationally 
excited state, depending on which kind of orbital the electron has 
gone Into. On crossing back onto a neutral surface the bond length 
may have changed, thus altering the electron affinity which, in 
turn, changes the position of the crossing point. 
This is shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 for the case of a repulsive 
molecular negative ion potential. Since, in this case, the mole-
cular ion is formed on the repulsive wall, the molecular bond 
length will increase with time. The change in the crossing point 
during the collision depends on the velocity of the incoming metal 
atom, i.e. on the collision time. For fast collisions there will be 
little time for the molecular bond to expand, giving rise to only 
a small amount of vibrational excitation on exit from the collision 
and a small change in the crossing distance. Slow collisions lead 




Fig. 4.3: 	Effect of Bond Stretch 
Crossing onto the repulsive molecular ionic surface takes 
place at Rc (Figs. 4.2 and 4.4). The A - B bond then expands. 
At the next crossing back onto a neutral surface, the tran-
sition takes place conserving position and momentum to yield 
the neutral molecule AB in a vibrationally excited state. 
The vibrational excitation, E, is given by FE + T where T 
is the vibrational kinetic energy of the molecule at the 
second crossing. 
















Fig. 4.4: 	Trajectories involving ion-pair state M ++ AB 
Crossing onto ion-pair state on way out of collision.  
Short time on ion-pair state 	not much time for A - B-  
bond to expand ==I second crossing only moves out a little 
bit. Exit as M + AB. 
Crossing onto ion pair state on way into collision 
> more cime for second crossing point to move out. 
Exit as MX + AB but with more vib. excitation than 
case (a). 
Exit as 	+ AB. 
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A similar situation exists for the early and late crossing con-
tributions to the scattering, as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
In the calculation the motion along the collision coordinate 
(R) is treated separately from the internal molecular motion (r). 
The effect of this assumption has been investigated by Aten and Los 
(ATE 77). They carried out similar calculations for ion pair for -
mation using both adiabatic and diabatic potentials. The calcula-
tion with diabatic potentials made the above assumption, whereas 
the adiabatic calculation contained a coupling term. The introduction 
of the coupling term slowed down the bond expansion but was signi-
ficant only for sodium-halogen collisions. 
4.3 Description of Model 
The nuclei are assumed to move classically over any portion of 
potential surface on the collision path and transition probabilities 
are calculated at each crossing point encountered en route to find 
the overall probability of emerging in a given exit channel. 
The molecular bond expansion/contraction is determined by cal-
culating the acceleration of the system on the negative molecular 
ion potential surface. 
1 dV(r) 
r 	=-- 	 (4.2) 
	
i-i dr 
where ji is the reduced mass of the molecule. 
The experimental measurements are all made in the narrow scat-
tering angle, fast collision regime. The trajectories are therefore 
approximately linear .and of almost constant velocity so that the 
-33- 
dynamical calculation can be considerably simplified. In particular, 
it is possible to make use of the small angle formula (FLU 73) to 
calculate the deflection function by summing the contributions of 




X(b) 	= 	E J 	
dV 




where i 	is the number assigned to a particular section of the 
potential surface 
x 	is the angle of deflection 
E is the collision energy 
b is the impact varameter 
and V is the potential. 
In the case of inverse power potentials (V = CRS) used 
throughout the calculations, the contribution of each section can 
be evaluated analytically using the result: 
b5 1 (b) 	= 	




where the substitution b/R = sinO is used. 
The classical differential cross section is given by 
a 	 . 	 ( 4.5) 
sinxl dX/db I 
The nonadiabatic transitions are assumed to be localised and 
vertical and the standard Landau-Zener result (ZEN 32): 
-34- 
P12 (b) 	= 	exp ( 	
-2H2 	
) 	 (4.6) 
hv (b) Is - s LK r 	1 	2 
is used for the diabatic transition probability that a system in 
state 1 will cross into state 2 at the crossing point, Rc, where 
l' 2 	are the gradients of the diabatic potentials 
at the crossing point 
1112 	is the off-diagonal coupling term 
and 	Vr(b) 	is the radial velocity. 
The total deflection along any trajectory, exploring a number 
of different potential surfaces, is the sum of the individual con-
tributions calculated between successive crossing points using 
equation (4.4). However, as discussed in section 4.2, the location 
of the crossing point, Rci, is a function of the internal target 
coordinate (bond length) and the Rc1 are revised iteratively as 
the bond length varies. 
The matrix element, H 12 , is parametrised as 
H12(Rc) = 	1112 (Rc)exp(O.7(Rc - R! 0) 	 (4.7) 
where R' 	is the new crossing radius on exit from the ion state. 
This relation gives an exponential decay with increasing crossing 
distance as generally suggested (MOU 84). 
A flow diagram of the computer program is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
For computational convenience the program contains only one ionic 
potential surface, therefore separate calculations must be made for 
each ion-pair state involved. The calculated intensities for each 
exit state must therefore be adjusted to take account of this. 
This is detailed in the following section. 
Fig. 4.5 	Flow Diagram of Computer Program. 
START 
READ IN POTENTIAL PARAMETERS AND COUPLING TERMS 
I, 
SELECT PROCESS AND INITIAL IMPACT PARAMETER 
'I, 
DOES TRAJECTORY INVOLVE CROSSING TO IONIC SURFACE? 
YES 	 NO 
I 
CALCULATE TIME SPENT ON IONIC CURVE (t) FROM 
IMPACT PARAMETER (b) AND CROSSING RADII (R, R+1) 
DIVIDE INTO 50 INTERVALS OF LENGTH At 
EVALUATE dy/dr AND ACCELERATION OF MOLECULAR SYSTEM 
1 
INCREMENT r BY At AND FIND NEW ELECTRON AFFINITY 
AT END OF TIME INTERVAL At 
1 
IS TIME SPENT ON IONIC POTENTIAL < t 
YES NO 
RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM AND CALCULATE NEW 
CROSSING RADIUS, R 
n#2 
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CALCULATE DEFLECTION FUNCTION, DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION 
AND ENERGY LOSS FOR THE APPROPRIATE PORTIONS OF EACH POTENTIAL CURVE 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
t 
IS DEFLECTION ANGLE > 10 
NO 
b=b-0. 01A 	YES 
SELECT NEW PROCESS 




A listing of the model program (for K - CH 31) is given in 
Appendix A. Sample input and output data are given in Appendices 
B and C. 
The program is very quick to run and results over a range of 
impact parameters for a given exit channel can generally be obtained 
in about 30s CPU. 
4.4 	CllL?otentials 
In the present work the methyl iodide molecule is assumed to 
be isotropic with the potential parameters appropriate to inter-
action with the iodine and of the molecule being used - an assump-
tion borne out experimentally (BEU 69). 
The K - CH3I potentials used in the model are shown as a 
cut through the surface at the molecular equilibrium distance in 
Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 shows the intermolecular CH  - I potentials. 
The forms of these potentials are given below. The values of all 
the parameters are given In Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.4.1 	For the N - C1131, R coordinate (Fig. 4.6) 
a) 	Covalent Potentials 
V(R) 	= 4c((a 
12 
) 	- ( a 6 ) ) + E 	 (4.8) exc 
where E 
exc  is the electronic excitation energy of the atom or 
molecule. 
The potential is based on that used by Evers (EVE 77) for 
K - '2 collisions. 
0 	 5 
AK_I () 
Fig. 4.6: K-CH 3 I diabatic potentials. Ionic 
states are drawn dashed. 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
0 
rCl (A) 
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b) 	Ionic Potentials 
V(R) 	= Al) -l4.4(-- + 	+ I.P. -R 4 	RGround 
a 	i. ( Rm) 	 ' and 	V(R) 	= A' - - l4.4(— + -) + I. P. + E' 	(4.10) Excited 	 R- R 	 exc 
where EAc11is  the vertical electron affinity of the molecule in 
3 
the ground state, obtained from Wentworth (WEN 69) and E' 	is the 
exc 
excitation energy at the equilibrium CH 3I distance deduced from 
energy loss spectra of scattered sodium Ions in sodium-methyl iodide 
collisions reported by Spalburg (SPA 81). The ground ionic potential 
is based on the one used by Evers (EVE 77). 
4.4.2 	For the CH3-I, r, coordinate (Fig. 4.7) 
a) 	Covalent Potentials 
Their relative position in Fig. 4.7 is appropriate for electron 
attachment ,but for the construction of the surface it is convenient 
to include the molecular excitation in the N - CH 3I interaction. 
Covalent with the exception of the A states 
V(r) = D 
coy 	coy 	eq 	 eq 
(exp(-28 	(r - r )) - 2exp(_ 0 (r_r ))) 
(4.11) 
This is the form given by Wentworth (WEN 69) for the ground State 
of CH3-I. 
A States 
V(r) = A exp(-B(r - r 
eq )) 	 (4.12) 
am 
These are based on the 3 potentials found by Clear et al. 
(CLE 75) for the A states of HI together with one other poten-
tial estimated for the 3 Tr 	 configuration. 
b) 	Ionic Potentials 
V(r) = D 0 exp(_ 2 ion (t - req)) + V 3 (r,R) 
	
(4.13) 
The repulsive part of the potential (V(r)d - V 3 (r,R)) was 
found by Wentworth (WEN 69) for the free ion, from electron attach-
ment data. 
V 3 (r,R) is a '3-body' potential barrier inserted to constrain 
the C - I bond expansion. This potential is significant only when 
the metal ion is close to the molecular ion and is shown in Fig. 5.6 
V 3 (r,R) = BARR tanh(4(R on 	 on - R))(tanh(l.8(r-r )) 
- tanh(l.8(r - r ff ))) 	(4.14) 
V(r) 	= D ion 
 (exp(-2 ion 
	eq 





The electronic excitation energy, E' , is included in the 
exc 
M - CH 3I interaction. 
4.4.3 	Crossing Probabilities 
The values of the coupling parameters used in the Landau-Zener 
expression (equation 4.6) are tabulated in Table 4.3 along with the 
crossing radii for the molecule at its equilibrium bond length. 
c/eV 0.11 (EVE 77) 
a/A 3.2 It 
I.P./eV 4.3 (BAC 32) 
PROCESS No. 
1,2 0.0 
3 1.6 (BAC 32) 
4 3.8-5.0 (CLE 75) 
6 6.5 (BOS 72) 











Rm/A 3.2 	(RIT 51) 
a IA 3 4.0 	(BRU 73) 
8 5.0 






EA CH 3I/eV 0.94 	(WEN 69) 
S 5.0 
PROCESS No. 















TABLE 4.1 	M - CH 3I POTENTIAL PARAI-1ETERS 
K - CHI 
	
Cs - CH 3 I 
NEUTRAL STATES 
GROUND IONIC STATE 
t Values have been adjusted to fit experimental results. 
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TABLE 4.2 	CH  - I PARAMETERS 
NEUTRAL STATES 
D coy  /eV 	 2.33 	 (WEN 69) 
/A 1 	 3.4 	 of coy 
0 
r 
eq /A 	 2.14 	 (LAB 73) 
A STATES 




3 Tr I t I 	1.5 01 I 
0+) 
I 	 I 1.396 	 (CLE 75) 
'U 1.9 
A B11 2.85 
3 Tr 	 I I Oi I 
3UJ 4.1 	 (CLE 75) 
IONIC STATES 
D ion  I:v 	 1.65 	 (WEN 69) 
ion IA 	 2.325 	
If 
EA1 /eV 	 3.063 	 (LAB 73) 
V(3)(r,R) term 
BARRIeV 	 1.4  1 
o 






• 	IA 	 2.5 I on I 
0 
• 	/A 	 3.5 J 
I 
off 
EXCITED IONIC STATE 
D 	/ev 	 1.ot ion 
0 
ion IA-i 	 2.325 
tValues have been adjusted to fit experimental results. 
0.442 0.089 0.334 0.277 	0.030 	0.001 	0.498 	0.168 	0.021 	0.030 
0.112 0.032 0.327 0.303 	0.018 	- 	 0.836 	0.168 	0.214 	0.018 
0.75 0.45 0.32 0.25 
H / ev 
K/CH3 I 
C.s / CH  I 
KIN  
TABLE 4.3 COUPLING PARAMETERS 
Crossing Radius as marked Ri 	R2 R3 R4 	R5 	R6 	R7 	R8 	R9 	RiO on Figs. 	4.6 and 4.10 
Crossing Radius 
at 	r 	/A eq 
K/CH3 1 2.868 	3.80 2.564 2.637 	4.060 	7.748 	2.509 	2.561 	2.981 	4.060 
CS/CH 3 I 3.195 	3.76 2.857 2.917 	4.257 	10.00 	2.801 	2.846 	3.229 	4.256 
KIN  2.55 	3.26 4.01 4.58 
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Fig. 4.8 shows these values in comparison with the trend line obtained 
from other experimentally derived data for one electron transfer 
processes (MOU 84). They show an exponential decrease with increasing 
crossing distance but are somewhat smaller. The crossings involving 
the excited ion-pair states have the larger differences.. 
The program only contains one ion pair state, one A state and 
one Rydberg state of the molecule, thus the calculated intensities 
from the program must be multiplied by the probabilities of crossing 
the potential surfaces not included in that particular run of the 
program. 
Although there are no neutral inelastic results reported in 
this thesis for C CH3I collisions, experimental results have 
been reported for ion pair formation in these collisions (PRA 83) 
and the model has been compared with these. 
Potentials 
The potentials used in the model for the K - N 2 interaction 
are shown as a cut through the surface at the molecular equilibrium 
distance in Fig. 4.9, with Fig. 4.10 showing the intermolecular 
N - N interaction. The forms used for the potentials are given 
below. All parameters are tabulated in Table 4.4. The coupling 
parameters used in equation (4.6) and the associated crossing 
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Fig. 4.8: 	Comparison of K + C11 3 1 coupling matrix elements 
with the trend line obtained from other experi-
mentally derived data available for one electron 
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Fig. 4.9: 	K - N2 diabatic potentials. 
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4.5.1 	For the K - N2 , R coordinate 
(a) 	Covalent Potentials 
S 
V (R) 	= 	A( 	) 	+ E 	 (4.16) exc 
where E 
exc  is the electronic excitation energy of the atom. 
b) 	Ionic Potential 
V (R) = A'() -l4.4(t -4-i) + 	- 	(4.17) 
where I.P. is the ionisation potential of the metal atom and EA .N 
2 
is the vertical electron affinity of the ground state molecule. 
These potentials are based on ones used by Kempter (KEM 75) and 
Black (BLA 81) but altered slightly to give a more attractive ionic 
potential at internuclear distances less than the first crossing 
point. This is needed to account for the observed differential 
cross sections. The ionic potential is less steep at R > R  than 
that used by Kempter and Black and is closer to the potential used 
by Ross et al. (ROS 81). 
4.5.2 	For the N - N, r coordinate 
a) 	Covalent Potential 
V(r) = D 




K/N2 POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
K- N 
	
N - N 
Neutral States 	 Neutral State 
A/eV 0.05 	(MAL 77) D/eV 9.75 	(GIL 65) 
3.90 2.5 cov 
s 7 	 U r 	IA 1.098 eq 
Process No. E 	/eV Ionic State exc 
1.2 0 D 	/eV 8.5 	(GIL 65) ion 
3 1.6 	(BAC 32) B 	/A— 1 2.2 	if ion 







IP/eV 4.34 	(BAC 32) 
EAN /eV 1.9 	(GIL 65). 
2 
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b) 	Ionic Potential 
V(r) = D. 	(exp(-2t3. 	(r-r' )) - 2exp(-B. 	(r-r' ))) 	(4.19) 
	
ion ion eq 	 ion eq 
These potentials were chosen to fit the well established potentials 
given by Gilmore (GIL 65). 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION OF K + CHI RESULTS 
5.1 	Introduction 
The alkali metal - alkyl halide system has been extensively in-
vestigated as a paradigm for the electron harpoon mechanism of 
chemical reaction (HER 79). A large variety of beam techniques have 
been applied to alkali metal-methyl iodide reactions including pro-
duct recoil velocity spectra (SilO 76), CH 3I spatial orientation in 
a refocussing electric field to measure the steric effect (BRO 66, 
MAR 73) and the measurement of differential cross sections as a 
function of relative translational energy (SAE 83). 
The collective reaction features of H + CH 31 have come to 
be described as a "rebound" mechanism wherein reaction is favoured 
for relatively small impact parameter collisions with the Iodine 
end of the H 3 C - I bond which scatters the MI product predominant-
ly backwards with a recoil velocity corresponding to a substantial 
fraction of the total reaction exoergicity. All of these features 
are consistent with the electron transfer model and the electronic 
structure of methyl iodide where the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUNO) is a strongly antibonding a orbital localised 
along the C - I bond. The small negative vertical electron af-
finity of methyl iodide is consistent with the smaller reactive 
impact parameters and total reaction cross section relative to the 
reactions with halogen molecules. The strongly antibonding nature 
of the LIJMO imparts considerable C - I repulsion upon the electron 
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transfer and accounts for the efficient conversion of reaction exo-
ergicity into recoil energy which is observed. 
Collisions at supertherinal energies have not been so extensively 
investigated. Total cross sections for ion pair formation in 
M + CH3 I, CH3Br collisions are available (MOU 74). The molecular 
electron affinities were obtained from the thresholds for chemi-
ionisation which indicated that negative ions were formed by vertical 
or near-vertical transitions. 
More recently, the angular dependence for ion-pair formation in 
such collisions has been published (SPA 81, PRA 83). Spalburg (SPA 81) 
also measured the energy loss spectra of the scattered sodium ions as 
a function of scattering angle. The results led to the speculation 
that excited states of the negative molecular ion were involved. 
Neutral inelastic differential cross sections for K + CH 3I 
collisions have been reported by Fluendy et al. (FLU 81) where an 
ionic doorway state was proposed to account for the collision channels 
leading to the ground electronic state of the molecule. They also 
speculated on the existence of excited ion-pair states to explain 
the low angular onsets of electronically excited states of the mole-
cule. 
This chapter aims to show that such speculations are qualitatively 
correct in the light of the modelling results using the computer model 
described in Chapter 4. The neutral inelastic scattering data of 
Fluendy et al. (FLU 81), augmented by the results reported in Chapter 
2 for two additional collision energies, and the ion pair formation 
data of Praxedes et al. (PRA 83) are compared with the model predictions. 
The observed processes fall into four main categories: alkali 
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atom excitation with molecular vibrational excitation; molecular 
A state excitation; molecular Rydberg excitation and ion pair for-
mation. The model predicts all observed processes except process No. 9 
in Table 3.3 which probably involves capture into the a (C - H) 
orbital resulting in extension in the C-H coordinate followed by 
recapture of an electron from the iodine lone pairs. This exclu-
sion necessarily follows from the treatment of - CH  as a 
structureless particle. 
5.2 Vibrational and Alkali Atom Excitation 
These processes can extend up to 4.3 eV, the ionisation poten-
tial for potassium. However, experimentally only the K(4 2P) ex-
citation appears to be significant although weaker transitions to 
the higher alkali states may be concealed by the molecular excita-
tions. The model predicts two exit channels corresponding to 
electronic excitation of the K(4 2P) state but with different 
amounts of vibrational excitation of the molecule corresponding 
to crossing onto the ground ionic surface on the way into the 
collision or on leaving it. It also predicts an exit channel cor-
responding to vibrational excitation of the molecule without elec-
tronic excitation (process 2). 
At 81 eV CM two sets of energy losses are observed below 1.6 eV 
(the first electronic excitation energy of potassium)as shown in 
Fig. 5.1. This features emerges most naturally from the model as 
a rainbow in the ionic well. The deflection function for exit in 
the electronic ground states (processes 1 and 2) is shown in Fig. 5.2 
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Figure 5.1: 	Inelastic neutral scattering at 81eV cm. The observed energy losses as a function 
of scattering angle are compared with the model predictions (solid line). Process 9 
(dashed line) is not modelled. 
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Fig. 5.2: 	Deflection function for processes 1 and 2. 
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and clearly shows the rainbowing. The impact parameters corresponding 
to the same scattering angles (e.g. b 1 and b 2 in Fig. 5.2) lead to 
different amounts of time spent on the ionic surface and hence dif-
ferent vibrational energy losses as observed. 
This rainbowing also occurs at the other collision energies but 
is not so obvious In the experimental measurements (e.g. Fig. 5.3). 
At the higher collision energies, the energy resolution is getting 
poorer and the vibrational excitation is decreasing, both factors 
which make the rainbowing difficult to see experimentally. 
The model is also successful in predicting the energy losses 
observed in K(4 2P) formation (Figs. 5.1 and 5.3) 	The energy 	losses 
for most processes are constant over - the angular range measured. 
Fig. 5.4 shows the observed energy losses averaged over all 
scattering angles plotted against the inverse of the collision 
velocity. Here it can be seen that processes 2 and 3, proceeding 
via the ground ionic surface, show a vibrational excitation that 
increases with collision lifetime. The solid lines in the figure 
are the energy losses averaged over scattering angle for each pro-
cess as calculated by the model. As expected, the vibrational 
energy loss is monotonic and tends to zero as the collision life-
time tends to zero. This is an effect of the time the C-I bond 
has to stretch in the ion pair state. 
The model energy losses were found to be particularly sensitive 
to the form of the CH  - I 	repulsive potential. It was found 
necessary to include a 3 body term in the ionic surface 
(V 3 (r,R) in equation (4.13)) which had the effect of considerably 
reducing the repulsive strength of the C-I 	interaction when a 
14 
12 
Fig. 5.3: Inelastic neutral scat-
tering at 164eV. The 	10 observed energy losses 
as a function of scat- 
tering angle are compared 
with the model pre- 	8 dictions (solid 
line). Process 9 
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Fig. 5.4: 	Energy losses averaged over scattering angle as a function 
of the inverse of the initial collision velocity. The 
solid lines are the model prediction. 
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potassium ion was adjacent. This term possibly represents the 
effect of polarisation in depleting the electron population in the 
* 
2o orbital. In the absence of such a term the model predicted 
that early electron crossing collisions almost always resulted in 
dissociation to form I 	ions In contrast to the observed impor- 
tance of the neutral inelastic channels. Figure 5.5 illustrates 
this by plotting CH 3-I bond length on recrossing to a neutral 
state against time spent on the ion pair surface for both the 
free Ion potential of Wentworth (WEN 69) and the potential used 
in the model. The effect of the 3 body term is also shown In 
Fig. 5.6 where trajectories for the processes involving the ground 
ion pair state are shown on this potential surface for a collision 
0 
energy of 81eV CM and an impact parameter of 1.91A. 
Relative differential cross sections for processes 1, 2 and 3 
at 164 eV CM collision energy are given in Fig. 5.7. The model 
predictions are shown by the solid lines. Although these processes 
are mainly connected to the ground ion state, there is a small con-
tribution to the neutral scattering which samples the higher ex-
cited ionic surfaces via an early crossing onto these surfaces on 
the way into the collision. This Is indicated in Fig. 5.7 and Is 
seen to contribute to the structure observed at wide angles in 
process 1 and narrower angles in process 3. 
5.3 	A State Excitation 
The A states of the molecule are repulsive and lead to dis-
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Fig. 5.5: 	Effect of 3 body potential on expansion of CH  - I bond 
with 3 body term 
free ion potential 
The equilibrium bond length of neutral CH3I is indicated. 
Fig. 5.6: Ground ionic surface showing the effect of 
the 3 body term in the potential. I; entrance 
on the ground covalent surface: II reactive channel. 
The solid lines III and IV are the crossing beams of 
of K(4 25) and K(4 2 ?) to ionic respectively. The tra-
jectories for a collision energy of 81eV cm and 
impact paremeter 1.91A are also drawn. The pro-
cesses 2(—+----), 3, early crossing - + -) and 
ion production (***), have an initial jump onto 
the ionic surface at A. The turning point is 
B. Process 2 exits at C. Process 3, early 
crossing exits at E. The ionic trajectory 
continues on the surface. Process 3, late 
crossing (xxx) has an initial jump onto the 
ionic surface at A and exits at D. 
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Fig. 5.7: Relative differential cross sections at 164eV cm collision energy. 
Model prediction is solid line. 
(a) Process 1, elastic 	 (b) Process 2, vib. excitation in CH 3-I 
(c) Process 3a, late crossing (d) Process 3b, early crossing exit 
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to onset in the range 3.5 - 4.5 eV reaching a maximum about 1 eV 
above onset (HER 66W. The continuum observed involves transitions 
to several states, including those dissociating to 11/2 and  13/2. 
Localised collision induced transitions involving rapid electron 
redistribution would be expected to give discrete energy losses 
as a result of vertical transitions, in the same way, as described 
for the excited potassium states. It can be seen from the K - CH 3 I 
potentials in Fig. 4.6 that it is just possible to reach the A 
states from the ground ionic surface with the molecule in its 
equilibrium position. The crossing probabilities will, however, 
be very small since the crossings between the two types of poten-
tials are very far out with the ground ion curve in its equili-
brium geometry. In the case of transitions to the bound ground 
state of CH3I the electron affinity increases rapidly with 
C - I stretch. In constrast, the repulsive A states show a 
decreasing electron affinity depending upon the relative shapes 
of the ground ionic and A state potential surfaces. In this 
situation the crossing radius, R, will decrease during the 
collision as the C - I bond stretches. This is a natural con-
sequence of the similar electron configurations and potential 
surfaces in these two states, already remarked by Herschbach 
(HER 73). Figure 5.8 illustrates the decreasing crossing radius 
for the four A state potentials used in the model. The mechanism 
involving crossing from the stretched ground ion pair state offers 
a plausible route to the population of these states. The model 
results support this by showing that physically realistic estimates 
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scattering angle at which these processes onset as well as accounting 
for the associated energy losses. 
5.4 	Ion Pair Formation 
Differential cross sections for ion production have been measured 
in Lisbon (PRA 83) and it was reported that at the lowest reduced 
scattering angles ("i 60 eV°) the time correlation measurements 
showed the ionic product to be exclusively I. At larger reduced 
scattering angles and collision energies however an increasing 
fraction of CH3 I was seen. 	As the collision energy increased 
the peak in the cross section was seen to move steadily to wider 
angles and, in some cases (particularly in Cs + CH 3 I collisions), 
could be seen to be a series of distinct peaks. 
The model is of course equally applicable to these channels 
and predicts a single railibow for the ground ionic potential 
as would be expected. 	The position of this rainbow coincides 
with the peak seen at the lowest reduced scattering angle in 
the differential cross sections. 	The presence of additional 
peaks suggests that more states must be involved. 	Introduction 
of excited ion pair states into the model showed that these ad- 
ditional peaks may also be due to rainbowing. 	The relative in- 
tensity of each rainbow predicted by the model changed rapidly 
with collision velocity to give, at the experimental resolution, 
the appearance of a single peak moving in reduced scattering angle 
as the collision velocity varied. Comparisons of the experimental 
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Fig. 5.9: Differential cross sections for ion pair formation, 
K +.CH3I. Experimental solid line, model prediction 
dashed 
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Fig. 5.10: 	Differential cross sections for ion pair formation, 
Cs + C113 1. Experimental solid line, model prediction 
dashed. 
(a) 	52eV lab. 	(b) 142eV lab. 
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for the first three ion pair states used in the model. The experi-
mentally observed peaks seem to be constant in EQ as the collision 
energy varies. This implies that they occur at fixed impact para-
meters and are probably rainbows as the modelling results suggest. 
There will be infinitely many of these excited ion pair states getting 
closer together as their energy increases. This implies that the 
rainbow positions will also get closer together until the individual 
peaks can no longer be distinguished. 
It is possible that the experimentally observed "peaks" could 
be due to interference effects but if, as we believe, the peaks are 
occurring at constant EQ the rainbow explanation is the most likely. 
We therefore interpret the observed peaks as arising from rainbows 
in the deflection functions associated with a large number of excited 
ion pair states. If these excited ion pair states are not disso-
ciative then the model also accounts for the observation of CH 3I 
ions at the wider scattering angles and higher collision energies. 
The existence of a number of excited ionic states of CH 3I 
formed in collision with Na atoms and haring excitation energies 
from about 8eV upwards has already been suggested on the basis of 
energy loss spectra of Na+  ions (SPA 81). The differential ion 
production measurements modelled here provide further evidence for 
these states, the first of the excited levels having an energy of 
7.5eV relative to the asymptote of the ground ion. 
The lifetime and electron configuration of these excited ion 
species are unknown but it is likely that a valence or non-bonding 
electron, probably from the n(I) orbital is promoted, leaving a 
core vacancy. Since little, or no, vibration excitation is observed 
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in the lowest molecular Rydberg processes (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, section 
5.5) and CH3 I 	ions are observed, it would seem unlikely that a 
* 
vacancy in a bonding orbital is created or that the 2aantibonding 
orbital is populated. The likelihood is that two active electrons 
in an excited negative ion (one promoted, one donated by the alkali) 
are accommodated in molecular Rydberg levels, almost certainly 
stabilised by the adjacent positive alkali ion which may be within 
the Rydberg orbitals forming a "quasi-molecule". Such double excited 
negative ions have been observed in Xe as resonances in the electron 
scattering (KU? 65). It is known that Xe provides a good model for 
the excited states of C1131 (BAI 81, DAG 81). 
The three lowest ionic surfaces shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 fit 
the experimental cross sections very well although no attempt was 
made to account for the width of the Franck Condon region or the 
apparatus resolution. The two highest ion pair states shown in 
Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 were introduced in a more speculative fashion 
since ion states in this region could provide a gateway to the 
neutral processes 7 and 8 which probably involve different core 
vacancies. The experimental ion pair cross-sections do show some 
evidence for such peaks in the appropriate regions though the 
resolution is not adequate to permit an unequivocal statement. 
Further evidence for the formation of excited negative molecular 
ions in collisions exists in the form of relative total cross sections 
for the production of positive molecular ions, presumably formed by 
autoionisation from the highly excited states formed in the collisions 
(BRU .84). These cross sections were measured on the same apparatus 
as the neutral differential cross sections (see section 2.6). The 
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fragmentation pattern observed corresponded to a minor fraction of 
CH3I+(X), yielding parent ions and the dominant component, CHI(A) 
yielding the fragments CH and 1+. The internal energy of the 
A state was estimated as 12.5 - 13.3 eV and, with less precision, 
the X state as 10 - 11 eV, both relative to the incident neutral 
channel. At the collision energies of the neutral experiments both 
those states occurred with approximately the same intensity. 
The excited negative ions formed in the collisions could decay 
in a number of ways, e.g. by dissociation but are likely to have a 
high probability of auto-ionisation to yield the molecular positive 
ion. The observation of such ions under the same experimental con- 
ditions, particularly in excited states with appropriate core vacancies 
(the X state has an iodine non-bonding electron removed, the A 
state has a vacancy in the C - I bonding orbital) provides strong 
evidence in favour of the proposed mechanism. 
5.5 Molecular Rydberg Excitations 
The strongest Rydberg transitions observed spectroscopically 
are to excited s and d orbitals (BOS 72). The lowest s orbital 
will be 6s and the lowest d orbital 5d (which cannot be dis-
tinguished energetically from the 7s orbital in the present experi-
ments). Higher Rydberg states, although available in principle, 
will have considerably smaller coupling matrix elements due to the 
larger size of these orbitals and are unlikely to be important. 
The spin-orbit splitting in these levels is comparable to the energy 
resolution of the experiments so that an average of the two energy 
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levels has been used in the calculations. Four excitation processes 
observed experimentally have been tentatively assigned to Rydberg 
levels (Table 3.3). All of these processes onset at very low scat- 
tering angles (Fig. 5.3), an observation that can be most readily 
dV, 
explained by an intermediate in which 	'dRy_i is predominantly 
positive to scatter the potassium atom in the forward direction. 
These excited neutral states cannot intersect with the ground ion 
pair state and the observed excited ion states provide an obvious 
mechanism. If the electron promoted to a Rydberg level is from 
a non-bonding n(I) orbital, the C - I force constant and 
equilibrium distance (HER 66 would be unchanged in both the ion 
and neutral states. Little or no vibrational excitation would then 
be expected to occur in conjunction with these transitions. This 
picture,when incorporated in the model, accounts well for the obser-
vations in processes 5 and 6 in Figure 5.3, including the narrow 
angle onset. It also accounts for the observation of CH3I+(X) ions. 
It seems possible that the higher neutral excitation processes 
(7 and 8) almost certainly involving a different core vacancy can 
be populated in an analogous way by the highest ionic states mentioned 
In the previous section. It is possible that a vacancy in a 	(C - H) 
orbital is responsible, as Indicated in Table 3.3. Such states would 
be expected to show substantial vibrational excitation with a strong 
dependence on collision lifetime (because of the small reduced mass 
of the C - H oscillator). There may be some evidence for this in 
Figure 5.4. A vacancy in the C - I bonding orbital is another 
candidate and would explain the formation of the CH3I 
+
(A) ions. 
Unfortunately the different CH± fragments could not be distinguished 
IMM 
in the experiments to detect positive molecular ions. This informa-
tion would help to assign processes 7 and 8. 
5.6 	Correlation Diagram 
A diabatic correlation diagram, drawn according to the Barat 
rules (BAR 72) for the Xe/K system is shown in Fig. 5.11. As 
already mentioned, Xe Is a good model for the excited states of 
CH3I. The approximate molecular orbitals for C1131 and their cor-
relation to the Xe atom for the linear configuration are also shown. 
The high atomic numbers involved in these systems make the diagram 
complex but a number of relevant features can be seen. The 
4sK(5pa) orbital has an early crossing with the 7ha orbital 
(which correlates to the 2a CH3I orbital). Electron transfer to 
form the ground ion pair state can then be expected in accord with 
experiment. The 7ha orbital is strongly promoted so that crossings 
with a range of excited orbitals can occur. Thus the 5d7r and 6po 
orbitals, correlating to the excited l+p and 5s levels of the 
atom, are accessible by this route. The Spa orbital, either vacant 
or half full, plunges in energy and is available to create inner 
vacancies by capture from the core. The production of the excited 
ions and Rydberg neutral species could be rationalised by the following 
sequence. An initial electron transfer from K to the 6s Rydberg 
level of CH 3I, 4sK - 6sa, is followed by the production of a core 
vacancy, 5pii - 5pa, 5pa - 6sa, to yield CH3I*(5p56s2). Electron 
recapture by the K+  ion, 6scr - 4sK, then yields the neutral 
Rydberg levels of CH3I. 







CH 3 I 
Fig. 5.11: 	Diabatic correlation diagram for K + Xe. The 
significant CH 3 I orbitals are also shown. 
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5.7 	Conclusion 
A simple dynamical model involving ground and excited ion pair 
states to access electronically excited neutral states, and having 
a minimum of adjustable parameters, has proved to be very successful 
in predicting experimental data for ion pair production and neutral 
inelastic scattering over a wide energy and angular range. Com-
parison of experimental and theoretical results has yielded a 
greater insight into the electronic rearrangements involved in the 
collision. 
In particular, the importance of an ion pair intermediate as 
the doorway to atomic excitation, vibrational excitation of CH 3 I 
in its ground electronic state, CH 3I(A) and I, 	ions is 
confirmed. It has been shown that this intermediate is less re-
pulsive in the C - I coordinate than the free molecular ion - 
structural information not easily accessible by other methods. 
The formation of excited ion pair states is also observed in 
these collisions.. It is suggested that these states are analogous 
to resonances observed in electron scattering from Xe and in-
volve similar core vacancies. Such states have been shown to pro-
vide a plausible mechanism for the production of the highly excited 
neutral states of methyl iodide which are also produced in the 
collisions. Experiments in which coincidences are detected between 
scattered potassium atoms and the positive molecular ions formed 
from the auto-ionisation of the excited molecules would help in 
the assignment of the highly excited neutral states observed. 
Overall the agreement between model and experimental results 
is surprisingly good considering the simplicity of the model. 
or-IM  
DISCUSSION OF K + N. RESULTS 
6.1 	Introduction 
The alkali atom/nitrogen molecule collision system has been 
of interest for many years (e.g. BRE 82, HER 82). 	A considerable 
volume of experimental data Is available and there have been several 
theoretical treatments of the collision dynamics (BAU 69, BOT 77, 
ARC 83, GIS 81). 
The system is of special interest as a relatively simple ex-
ample of an electronically non-adiabatic molecular collision' for 
which accurate ab initio potential surface data is at least partial-
ly, available (FLAB 80). This system provides an excellent case for 
the development of a detailed dynamical model for the collision 
process. 
The experimental data available falls into four broad cate-
gories: 
Excitation processes in which energetic alkali atoms 
produce vibrational or electronic excitation of the molecule or 
are themselves electronically excited in the collision. 
The quenching process in which an electronically excited 
atom is quenched to the ground state with concurrent vibrational 
and translation excitation of the N 2 . 
Intermultiplet quenching of an excited atom, e.g. between 
the 	and 2P 3/2 states during the collision, and1/2 
Vibr'ationally excited N 2 being quenched by the atom with 
concurrent electronic excitation of the atom. 
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Experiments capable of revealing considerable detail are now 
possible in all four- cases. Excitation measurements, involving 
the coincidence detection of the alkali atom and the resonant photon 
emitted from this atom after the collisions ,have been made (MAR 79). 
In favourable cases, measurements of the polarisation of the emitted 
photon enable the phase as well as the amplitude of the magnetic 
substates of the excited atom to be determined - information 
bearing directly on the evolution of the excited atomic orbital, 
especially during the exit phase of the collision (HAL 84) 
Closely related information can be obtained from quenching 
experiments using oriented or aligned excited alkali atoms (REl 82). 
With this technique the initial 'collision orientation can be 
specified. A direct image can be obtained of the atomic charge 
cloud and the angluar momentum transferred during the collision. 
Additional information is available from studies of the inter-
multiplet quenching (MES 82). 
A great deal of theoretical effort has gone into understanding 
the collisiondynamics. Martin et al. (MAR 79) carried out classical 
trajectory calculations to model the differential cross sections for 
K(4 2 P) excitation. They used diabatic potentials and assumed the 
presence of an ionic intermediate. The quenching process has been 
modelled on a number of occasions. The first semiquantitative 
attempts to understand the quenching were made by Bjerre and Nikitin 
(BJE 67), who recognised that a curve crossing mechanism had to be 
responsible for the large cross sections. They adopted the harpoon 
model and treated the remaining dynamical problem in a classical 
trajectory calculation. The Bauer-Fisher-Gilmore model was the next 
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step (BAU 69) where each vibrational state of the ionic intermediate 
as well as the electronic ground state had a separate potential curve. 
This has been expanded and modified a number of times since then 
(e.g. BAR 76). Bottcher and Sukumar (BOT 77) treated the problem 
essentially as scattering of the alkali electron at the quenching 
molecule, making use of electron scattering data (SCH 73) where low 
lying e + molecule resonances are found. These models all gave 
reasonably good agreement with experiment for the order of magni-
tude of the quenching cross sections. The shape, location and 
width of the final vibrational state populations of the nitrogen 
molecule were strongly dependent on the form of the potential 
curves used in the calculations. Very good agreement was obtained 
by Cislason et al. (GIS 81), where the vibrational motion of the 
system was treated using a harmonic oscillator wave-packet. 
The problem with all of the above calculations was lack of 
accurate knowledge of the potential surfaces allowing the limited 
experimental data to be fitted by changes in the potentials and 
reliance on an ion pair intermediate when there was some doubt as 
to its validity. There is no well-defined negative nitrogen ion. 
It is known to exist only as a resonance in electron scattering 
experiments (SCH 73). Furthermore this state is known to auto-
ionise if the bond length is less than the equilibrium bond length 
of the ground state neutral molecule (BIR 71). 
Habitz has since published accurate ab initio potential sur-
faces for the Na + N2 system (ground and first electronically 
excited state) (HAB 80). The potentials are shown in Fig. 6.1 
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Fig. 6.1: 	Na - N2 states in C 2  symmetry at the N2 equilibrium 
bond length as calculated by Habitz (HAB 80). 
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approach) and assume the nitrogen molecule to be in its equilibrium 
position. As can be seen, the figure still shows remnants of the 
"ionic intermediate". Partial electron transfer into the 7Ig (N2 ) 
orbital produces a minimum along R in the excited, V(A 2 B2 ) state 
and dilutes the N 2 bond. This makes the crossing seam energy 
swing downwards as the partners approach. Archivel and Habitz 
(ARC 83) used these potentials in classical trajectory calcula-
tions to calculate the total and differential cross sections for 
quenching of Na( 2P) and found very good agreement with experiment. 
Ross et al. (ROS 81) scaled the potentials to obtain ones 
suitable for the K + N2 interaction and used them to investigate 
the activation threshold for vibrational excitation in such col-
lisions. The potentials are consistent with experimental results. 
In this work we have attempted to place more stringent con-
straints on the model by exploring more processes and hence a 
larger part of the potential surfaces. 
The discussion of the neutral inelastic differential cross 
sections for K + N2  collisions in this chapter uses diabatic 
potential surfaces based closely on the adiabatic surfaces used 
by Ross et al. (ROS 81). The present results involve many more 
electronically excited states than the above (both atomic and 
molecular) and, with the collisions at relatively fast collision 
velocities, the diabatic potential surfaces crossed by a suitable 
ion pair state should be a fairly good approximation. The results 
fall into two main categories: electronic excitation of the 
potassium ion with vibrational excitation of the molecule and 
electronic (and vibrational) excitation of the molecule. Only the 
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processes involving electronic excitation of the atom have been 
compared with model predictions. 
6.2 	Vibrational and Alkali Atom Excitation 
Kempter has measured the fluorescence from this system (KEN 
73) at energies between 10 and 50 eV CN which revealed predominant-
ly K(4 2P) excitation with the signal from 5 2P- 4S and 
62S - 42 P yielding populations of these states to be 	2% and 
0.6% of the 4 2 P population. We observe K(4 2p), K(5 2S) and 
K(5 2 P) but no K(6 2 S), although it does become more difficult, as 
the electronic excitation approaches the ionisation potential, 
to unambiguously assign the observed processes. The assignment 
mentioned above is based on the modelling results. The intensities 
observed for the higher atomic states were found to be much closer 
to the intensity of K(4 2P) excitation than found by Kempter. 
Gersing et al. (GER 73) did time of flight measurements at 
collision energies around 50 eV and concluded that the cross section 
for the excitation of higher lying potassium states should be com-
parable in magnitude to that for K(4 2P) excitation as observed 
here. However they analysed their data assuming that no vibra-
tional excitation occurs simultaneously with the electronic excita-
tion which would appear highly unlikely in the light of our results 
and those of Brieger and Loesch (LOE 77). 
In the coincidence experiments of Kempter et al. (MAR 79), 
which measured the differential cross section of K(4 2p), the 
apparatus geometry was such that it was not possible to distinguish 
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any additional energy loss associated with the nitrogen vibrational 
excitation. 
The main feature of the energy loss results for the atomic 
excitations is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The vibrational excitation 
of the molecule which occurs simultaneously with the electronic 
excitation of the atom is seen to increase with increasing collision 
energy. This is different from CH 3I and CH3NO2 (FLU 83) where 
the vibrational excitation decreases with increasing collision 
energy. The model predictions are also shown on Fig. 6.2 and are 
seen to correctly predict the observed trend which is a consequence 
of the amount of time spent on the ion pair potential surface. When 
the system crosses onto the ion pair state the N 2 is formed in a 
vibrationally excited state; on crossing back onto the neutral sur-
face, the predicted vibrational energy is critically dependent on 
the phase of the N 2 vibration. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3 
for process 2 (no atomic excitation, molecular vibrational excita-
tion) where thepredicted vibrational energy is plotted against the 
collision energy. The value of rc,  the molecular bond length on 
crossing back to the neutral potential surface is also indicated. 
Using the established potentials the model can predict the 
energy loss variation with scattering angle fairly well. This is 
shown in Fig. 6.4 for the lowest collision energy, 43.3eV CM. 
It is clear from this figure however that there are two sets of 
energy losses - associated with process 2 (as is the case with CH 3 I) 
and the model only predicts the higher one. Using a "starting 
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Fig. 6.2: 	Energy loss vs. 1 /vel for K excitations. 
Model prediction is dashed line. Process 
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Fig. 6.3: Effect of Bond Stretch and Collision Energy on 
predicted Vibr ation Energy Loss Results for process 
Number 2. 
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Fig. 6.4: 	Energy Loss vs. EX- for K excitations. 
Model prediction is full line. 
- - - model with velocity of N 2 taken into account. Upper pre- 
diction has r 	decreasing on jump to N 2 . 
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at the first crossing (expanding or contracting) does not make much 
difference to the model predictions. This is indicated on Fig. 6.4, 
and is unlikely to be the cause of the two sets of observed energy 
losses. Rainbowing (as with CH 3I) is another possibility but to 
obtain the correct energy loss predictions a much more attractive 
ion pair intermediate is required. This is shown in Fig. 6.5 and 
was obtained by doubling the polarisation, a. 	This is unlikely 
to be a realistic picture. 
The differential cross sections for the elastic process 
(process 1) are shown in Fig. 6.6. The model correctly predicts 
the fall off in intensity at about 300 eV ° . This is related to 
the impact parameter at which the other processes are accessed. 
The fact that the higher processes onset at reduced scattering 
angles less than 300eV ° indicates that the ion pair state must 
be more attractive than the ground neutral K + N2 surface. 
The ion pair potential produced by doubling the polarisation 
(Fig. 6.5) does not give the correct position for this intensity 
fall off. There appear to be some interesting oscillations in 
these differential cross sections which the model does not pre-
dict. These oscillations have a period which is decreasing with 
increasing collision energy. The difference in the value of 
the impact parameters at the peak positions, Ab, is given for 
the three collision energies. It is possible that these peaks 
are Stueckelberg oscillations. The differential cross sections 
for processes 2 - 5 may also be showing evidence of oscilla-
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Fig. 6.5: 	Ion-Pair Potentials. 
Dashed line has the polarisability, a, 
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Fig. 6.6: 	Differential cross sections for process 1 at 
different collision energies,shif ted for clarity. 
Model prediction is dashed line. 
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The model can predict the main features of these cross sections 
as shown in Figure 6.7 for processes 2 and 3 at 43.3 eV CM. A rain-
bow is responsible for the peak in process 2. The differential 
cross section for K(4 2P) formation (processes 3a and 3b combined) 
is similar to that obtained by Kempter (MAR 79) with a steadily 
increasing intensity from about 50eV ° up to about 400eV 0 . 
It should be noted that only the shapes of these differential 
cross sections have been obtained with the model, their relative 
intensities have not been matched. The coupling parameters used 
in the model have been taken directly from the trend line shown 
in Figure 4.8. To obtain the correct intensities these parameters 
will have to be systematically varied. A tedious but not impossible 
task. 
6.3 Electronic Excitation of the Nitrogen Molecule 
The nitrogen molecule has a rich, complex spectrum and has 
received more attention from spectroscopists than probably any 
other molecule. A number of reviews have appeared in the literature 
(LOF 77, MUL 57). An extensive systematic study of the potential 
energy curves for nitrogen was carried out by Gilmore (GIL 65). 
These curves were calculated with a numerical RXR method using 
rotational and vibrational term values from the available litera-
ture. A more recent compilation of the potential energy curves 
for nitrogen, based on available spectroscopic data and extensive 
calculations for the valence states is that of Michels (MIC 81). 
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Fig. 6.7: Model Fitting of Differential Cross Sections at 43.3eV. 
a) Process 2, vib. excitation in N-N. 	b) Process 3a,exit as K(4P), early 
c) Process 3b, exit as K(4P), late crossing. 	
crossing. 
























Fig. 6.8: 	Bound states of N 2 	(MIC 81). 
MMM 
Fig. 6.9 plots the energy losses, averaged over scattering 
angle against -. There seems to he little, or no, vibrational 
excitation accompanying the electronic excitation for most of 
these assigned processes. They onset at fairly narrow scattering 
angles and show a constant energy loss as the scattering angle 
increases (Fig. 6.10). 
The two assigned states that do show increasing energy loss 
with increasing collision energy are processes 12 and 13 (exit 
as ON U and E39+ respectively). These states have equili-
brium bond lengths of 1.15A and l.12A (MIC 81) - close to the 
equilibrium bond length of ground state nitrogen (1.1A), whereas 
the other assigned states have bond lengths slightly greater than 
that of N2 . 
All of these electronically excited states of the nitrogen 
molecule (with the exception of process 13) have an electron in 
the lffg orbital which is the highest occupied orbital in the ground 
state molecular ion. Table 6.1 gives the electron configuration 
of the assigned states. This would suggest that these states 
could be accessed via the 	- N2 ion pair state as are the 
atomic excitations (section 6.2). In this case the electron 
recaptured by the potassium ion on leaving the collision is taken 
from a lower-lying orbital, leaving the receptor orbital occupied 
and a vacancy in a normally filled position. If the electron 
recapture occurs round about the outer turning point of the N 2 
vibration, this would explain the energy loss results for processes 
6 - 12. 
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Fig. 6.10: 	Energy Loss vs. EX for N2 electronic excitations. 
Process numbers are indicated. 
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Electron Configurations of Assigned N2 States 
N.B. 	All states include (la g)2 (1o)2 (209)2 (2a)2 electrons 
unless otherwise stated. 
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and would require an excited molecular ion state as intermediate. 
Feshbach type and shape resonances associated with this Rydberg 
state of the molecule have been observed in electron impact ex-
periments (SCH 73). 
At the higher collision energies, energy losses of more than 
16eV are observed with relatively large cross sections (Table 3.4). 
No attempt has been made to assign these processes; however, 
resonances have been observed for N2 in the energy range 
20 - 24eV (PAy 72). These resonances were interpreted as being 
associated with doubly excited states of the nitrogen molecule 
rather than singly excited Rydberg states. Resonances associated 
with double excited states of atoms (e.g. 2s 22p in the case of 
He) are well known. With small systems such as He these resonances 
are expected to be spaced well apart compared to their width, whereas 
in systems with more electrons (e.g. N2 ) there is the possibility 
of many doubly excited states which are closely spaced, each of 
which may have an associated compound state. The observed resonances 
would have two holes in the normally filled shells of N 2 and three 
electrons in vacant orbitals. Such states could provide a means of 
exciting the above mentioned doubly excited states which we may 
observe at narrow scattering angles in the neutral scattering ex-
periments. 
An alternative explanation of the high energy losses seen in 
+ the neutral experiments could be the formation of N2 ions. The 
lowest positive ion state (X 2 ) lies at 15.6eV above the ground 
state of the neutral molecule and there are many electronically 
excited states of the positive ion above that (GIL 65). 
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Attempts were made to detect any positive molecular ions that may 
have been formed in the collisions with potassium using the set-up 
described in Chapter 2. However, due to numerous experimental 
problems, the results proved to be inconclusive. 
The differential cross sections for the energy losses assigned 
to the electronically excited states of N 2 illustrated in Chapter 
3, show some signs of oscillations. However, as with the alkali 
excitations, it is difficult to see a pattern emerging. Data at 
more collision energies and over a wider range of EX would help 
determine what is happening. 
6.4 	Conclusion 
A simple dynamical model has been shown to be a good first 
approximation to the production of excited alkali atoms in the 
K + N2 collision system at 'relatively high collision energies. 
The ionic model remains predictive in providing information on 
the topology of the potential surfaces, e.g. position of crossings, 
at least approximately. It is therefore useful in the absence of 
ab initio surfaces for all states and may actually be more 
physically realistic. The large number of energy losses observed 
and their behaviour with changing collision energy can be explained 
(with the exception of the lowest energy loss assigned to process 2). 
The next stop should be the development of a quantum mechanical 
"wave packet" model which could help to clear up the situation with 
regard to the oscillations observed in the differential cross sections. 
The large number of molecular excitations observed have been 
-7.- 
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assigned and may also be explained by an ion pair intermediate 
model, although this has not been attempted. Experiments to 
determine whether any positive molecular ions are formed in 




LOCATION SENSITIVE SCATTERED ATOM/ION DETECTOR 
7.1 	Introduction 
Location sensitive detectors, able to record scattered inten-
sities at several angles simultaneously, provide a number of impor -
tant advantages in scattering experiments. 
Since the measurements at all scattering angles are carried 
Out simultaneously, beam fluctuations are independent of scattering 
angle and do not contribute to the noise. In typical experiments 
with long counting times very significant improvements in sensi-
tivity can be realised. 
Since many angles are measured simultaneously the data rate 
available for an experiment is greatly increased and the available 
signal to noise ratio at each angle correspondingly enhanced. 
Finally, it is possible to envisage the use of the location 
sensitive detector to encode parameters other than the scattering 
angle by the use of suitable dispersing elements for mass, spin etc. 
The device described here has been designed with a particular 
requirement in mind. It will be used in the coincident detection 
of photons and scattered particles from molecular collisions. For 
this use, the particle detector must have the following features: 
An angular range of approximately 0 - 100 
An angular resolution of 0.10 
The capability of detecting scattered particles with 
an energy in the range 10 - 1000 eV. 
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A time resolution adequate to resolve energy losses of 
0.2 eV throughout the initial energy range and to provide 
coincidence signals with a resolution of 5x 10 	S. 
The capability of handling a dynamic range between the 
smallest and widest angles of approximately 106 (or as 
large as possible). 
Various techniques have been used for position sensitive par-
tide detectors. Some, such as the charge coupled vaster scan 
devices are too slow for the present application. Devices based 
upon channel plates do have the required speed but, as usually 
constructed, depend upon a charge fractionating technique to 
determine the position. This limits the response time. Further-
more, the energy resolution required in the planned experiments 
necessitates flight paths of lm in length so that to cover the 
angular range, very large channel plates would be needed or the 
image of the scattered particles would have to be substantially 
demagnified. 
A device based upon a successfully operating Daley type 
(DAL 60)single channel particle detector, using a binary coin-
cidence technique to determine the position of an event did not 
appear to suffer from these limitations and to offer the most 
economic design for such a detector. 
The initial design of the detector, construction of the 
Pierce gun and lens system and construction of the original 
fibre optic connections was achieved by a previous research 
student in the molecular beams group, Cohn McGill. He also 
carried out the trajectory calculations and calculations to 
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estimate the performance of the detector. The optimisation of the 
various focussing voltages, improvements in the collection of photons 
from the scintillator and measurements of the performance sensitivity 
were carried out by myself. All the work done on the detector has 
been described here to give an overall view of the device. 
7.2 	Basic Design 
A simplified diagram of the detector is shown in Fig. 7.1. 
It can be used for either the detection of positive ions (which will 
be the first application) or the detection of energetic alkali atoms. 
The atoms are detected as ions following their collision with a warm 
tungsten surface. (In principle, any other ionisation technique could 
be used at this point). The ions enter a modified Pierce gun 
(PIE 40), designed to produce a parallel sheet of ions. The entrance 
slit of the Pierce gun is arranged to intersect a wide range of 
scattering angles following the collision of the positive ions/atoms 
with atoms or molecules in a crossed beam experiment. The ions are 
injected into a region of constant vertical electric field and fall 
in a parabola onto an AL203  plate. Secondary electrons ejected 
from this plate are focussed through an electric field to form an 
image of the initial scattering pattern on scintillators. The 
location of a scattering event in angle and time can then be coded 
via a bank of photomultipliers multiplexed via optical glass fibres 
to elements of the scintillator material. If each angular element 
is connected to two photomultipliers an arrival event, signalled by 
an electron burst on a specific element, then produces simultaneous 





signals in each photomultiplier If this coincidence is detected, 
the arrival time can be determined directly while the angular loca-
tion of the event is coded by noting which specific pair of photo-
multipliers are involved in the coincidence. Thus a bank of 10 
photomultipliers could encode by this binary coincidence method 
C 101 i.e. 45 individual angular elements. 
The final section of the apparatus thus consists of a network 
of fibre optic cables which code the individual scintillator ele-
ments to a bank of photomultipliers. The signals from these 
multipliers are processed by a high speed electronic interface 
(5ns) which detects coincidences between the photomultiplier 
signals, determines the address of the scintillator element res-
ponsible and outputs both time and angular information to a micro 
computer. 
The detector chamber is pumped by an oil diffusion pump 
-1 
(1000 Ls ) and will be separated from the collision chamber by 
a buffer chamber. There will be a collimating lens system at 
the entrance to the detector chamber. It is hoped to obtain a 
working pressure of --lo- 8 torr. in the detector to minimise 
background noise. 
7.2.1 	Electrostatic Lens System 
The construction of the electrostatic lens system is such 
that it has rectangular symmetry, i.e. the system is independent 
of the direction along the entrance slit. The behaviour of the 
ions and electrons is thus independent of scattering angle. There 
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should be no motion of ions or electrons out of the plane defining 
the scattering angle (vertical and parallel to the main ion/neutral 
beam axis). This leads to the requirement for a large number of 
shimming plates in the region of constant field to maintain the 
uniformity as shown in Fig. 7.2. 
The low initial energy at which the secondary electrons are 
emitted from the A2 203 surface ('. 2eV), coupled with the high 
field strength in the lens system ensures that any initial motion 
the electrons have will not lead to loss of angular or time resolu-
tion. Similarly, for the detection of atoms, the positive ions 
formed at the warm tungsten surface have an initial energy of 
only a few eV. 
The whole lens system has to be wide enough to ensure there 
are no edge effects and mechanical tolerances in the plates 
(± 0.1mm) are such that field inhomogeneities cannot lead to a 
reduction in performance. 
The electrons are always travelling normal to the plates and 
can be handled by focussing and steering plates. However, the ion 
path is at a variable angle to the plane of the plates. For plates 
of finite thickness this leads to defocussing so the slits that the 
ions pass through have been designed to act as very thin plates. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.3. 
With the electrostatic system designed as shown in Fig. 7.2 
the path of the ions was calculated with a simple computer program. 
The potentials in the system are independent of one cartesian 
coordinate (the horizontal axis which is perpendicular to the beam 
axis) so that only the potentials in the vertical plane containing 
the beam axis need be found. A section through the lens system 
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Fig. 7.2: Electrostatic Lens System 
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was painted on field plotting paper with silver paint, the electrodes 
were connected up to scaled down potentials and the equipotentials 
in the paper were found. A grid of numerical potentials was built 
up and put into a computer data-file. The ions were tracked through 
this potential grid by calculating the position of the ions at cer-
tain time intervals using the Lorentz force equation. These trajec-
tory calculations enabled the geometry of the Pierce gun to be 
optimised and also showed the effect of having "non-ideal" lens 
plates. These points are illustrated in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. 
At the nominal design energy of 50 kV it was found that the 
optimum design could focus the detector 'object' to a line with a 
standard deviation of 0.5 mm, i.e. 95% of the ion trajectories 
were found to strike in a 2 mm wide strip on the M 2 03 plate. The 
dispersion in flight time then had a standard deviation of 1 ns. 
The electron optics were designed to produce a real demagni-
fied image (M = 0.4) of this illuminated strip on the scintillator 
elements. The design tables of Harting and Read (HAR 76) were 
used for this purpose. Tbe electron image was predicted to be 
1-2 mm wide (after considering aberration effects). 
A photograph of the electrostatic lens system is given in 
Fig. 7.5, as is a general view of the detector. 
7.2.2 	Optical System 
In the original design the scintillator was simply a long, 
thin (2 uun thick) plate which also served as a vacuum seal. The 
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Fig. 7.3: Trajectory calculations to show effect of "non-ideal" lens elements. 
Trajectories drawn are for Type B plates (see inset). Arrow on 
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Fig. 7.4: Trajectory calculations to show effect of Pierce Gun Geometry. 
Solid lines are trajectories calculated with W filament behind plates. 
Dashed lines are calculated for optimum geometry. 
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Fig. 7.5(a): 	General View of Detector. 
Electrostatic lens system is located in the large chamber. Scintillators 
and photomultipliers are at the top of the large chamber under the cover. 
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Fig. 7.5(b): 	View of Electrostatic Elements. 
Divider chain and ion injection gun (present gun is four times this 
size) can be seen at the rear. 
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scintillator were made in the laboratory. This system proved unsatis-
factory and although providing coincidences, was extremely inefficient. 
The plane scintillator sheet did, however, allow the ion/electron 
focussing system to be checked since the fluorescence was easily 
visible to the naked eye. 
The design finally adopted was based on commercially available 
'Y' optical fibres coupled to individual 'chisel' shaped scintil-
lators which provided a much superior optical performance. The 
system is shown in Fig. 7.6. The scintillator is NE102 obtained 
from "Nuclear Enterprises", which outputs light mainly in the 
blue region (".' 430 nm). 
7.2.3 	Electronics 
The coincidence and decoding interface has been built to perform 
the following functions: 
a) 	A coincidence event, 'CE', in photomultipliers M and N, 
signalling an arrival in angle element i, is detected logically as: 
CE=M.N.(O-P+Q+R).(J+T+U+.V+Hold) 	(7.1) 
where M, N, 0, P etc. are the logical signals developed from the 
separate photomultipliers and 'Hold' is an external logic signal 
for experimental control purposes. The width in the coincidence 
window is determined by adjustment of the pulse width from the 
photomultiplier discriminators (typically 10 ns). 
•(b) 	A detected event 'CE' is used to generate a time signal 
by stopping a 100 MHz clock. This clock is synchronised either to an 
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Fig. 7.6 	Sketch of Optical System. 
external logic signal, e.g. for time of flight experiments or may 
be triggered by a prior event from another experimental parameter. 
This facility will allow photon/scattered particle coincidence 
experiments to be performed. 
The event MN is also decoded to determine the angular 
location 'i' of the signal, this position then being encoded as 
a parallel 6 bit address. 
The arrivel time, 8 bits, scattered angle, 6 bits, and 
2 further bits coding other experimental information are then out-
put to a further device - at present rather slowly to a mini com-
puter but, in due course, more rapidly to a purpose built buffer 
store. 
During the operations (b) - (d) a 'busy' signal Is genera-
ted. Any coincidence events arriving in this period are counted 
separately in an overflow channel but are not further processed. 
Events arriving during the event detection period, (a), are not 
recorded in any way. The data rate in any experiment must be 
adjusted so that the overflow count is zero or very small. 
7.2.4 	Data Collection 
A DEC Minc computer is used to collect and store the data. 
A preliminary program has been written in FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER 
which decodes the angular position information and stores the 
intensity of counts from each angle in a file. It is also 
possible to display the data on the terminal screen in the form 
of a histogram. The software can cope with a count rate equivalent 
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to a random arrival rate of 1O 4 Hz. This has still to be optimised. 
7.3 	Estimation of Performance 
7.3.1 	Detection Sensitivit 
The probability of registering an event by R fold coincidence 
coding, P R'  is 
=P c t El - ( I - r) 	12] R 
	
(7.2) 
where P c = probability of producing an ion from each 
incident neutral atom. 
t 	= 	transmission probability for an ion to the A 2O3 
surface. 
= transmission probability for an electron from the 
AL203 surface to the scintil].ator. 
P 	= number of photons produced in the scintillator by 
each incident electron. 
y 	= number of secondary electrons produced per incident 
ion, and 
r 	= photomultiplier efficiency x fibre transmission x optical 
collection efficiency from the scintillator into the 
fibre. 
Estimates of the parameters made to determine the expected perfor -
mance are given in Table 7.1. The resulting performance curves are 
shown in Fig. 7.7 as a function of yP (which will vary approximately 
linearly with accelerating voltage. The anticipated working region 
is also indicated. 
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PAUTt' 	1 
Estimates of Performance Parameters (Equation 7.2) 
Parameter 	 Value 	 Comment 
Pc 	 0.9 	 from previous experience 
with single channel device 
t. 	 0.95 	 from trajectory calculation 
(Section 7.2.1) 
	
0.95 	 from trajectory calculations 
P 	 100-400 	 from scintillator specifica- 
tions 
5-10 
r 	 0.01 	 photomultiplier efficiency 
(0.2) x fibre transmission 
(0.5) x optical collection 
efficiency fromscintilla-
tor (0.1) 
































Fig. 7.7: 	Performance Curves. 
Plane scintillator home made fibres, no focussing, 50kv 
Individual non-aluminised scintillators, commercial 
fibres, 50 kV. 
Individual non-aluminised scintillators, commercial 
fibres, 60 kV. 




The random background noise due to dark current fluctuations 
in the photomultipliers will be 
Noise = N 2 T 
	 (7.3) 
where T is the coincidence gate width and N is the dark count 
rate (at the operational discriminator setting). Since T = 10 8s 
and N = 10 - 100 the noise contribution from this source, even 
at the single photon discriminator level, will be quite negligible. 
A more important noise source will arise from stray ions 
originating from thermal or photo-ionisation processes near the 
detector surface. Experience with the single channel detector has 
shown that this is a strong function of the background pressure 
and cleanliness of the system. It can also be minimised by using 
tight focussing conditions to eliminate noise sources which are 
not very close to the surface ionising strip. 
It is estimated that a noise rate of about 0.01 - 1 Hz may 
arise in this way. 
7.3.3 	Data Rate 
The maximum data rate will be determined by the coincidence 
resolution time T ("i 10 ns) and the dead time in the decoding 
interface, following receipt of a coincidence signal, T 1 
( 40 ns). The maximum rate will be: 
S 
max 	
0.05 (r + T 1 ) 	Hz. 	 (7.4) 
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In practice the average rate of collection will be determined 
by the service time of the computer connected to the coincidence 
interface. This will set a much lower average arrival rate as 
indicated in Section 7.2.4. 
7.3.4 	Resolution 
The angular resolution of the system is inherently limited 
by the spacing of the scintillator elements. There are 45 elements, 
2 nun wide, spread over a 250 nun length. This leads to an angular 
resolution in the molecular beam apparatus of " 0.10. The vast 
majority of secondary electrons produced at the A2. 203 surface 
have very small initial energies (max. ".. 2 eV) and are given off 
almost entirely normal to the surface. Taking the worst case of 
electrons with 2 eV energy given off parallel to the surface, 
with an accelerating voltage of 50 kV, the deflection of the elec-
trons at the scintillator will be "k' 3 mm. Only electrons given 
off parallel to the line of scintillators will affect the angular 
resolution and this will be such a small number as to be negligible. 
This effect will, however, be increasingly important as the 
accelerating voltage is decreased, e.g. at 30 kV the deflection 
will be slightly greater than 4 nun and electrons produced at a 
position corresponding to one angular element on the A 203 
surface can produce fluorescence in the neighbouring element. 
Inhomogeneities in the electric field could also produce 
deviations in the electron path as could magnetic fields. It 
has been estimated that the earth's magnetic field will cause 
a deviation of 2 nun eastward (i.e. along the scintillator axis) 
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at 50 kV accelerating voltage. This can be accounted for by 
fitting Helmholtz coils or by taking the effect into account when 
assigning angles of deflection to the different scintillator ele-
ments since all the electrons will be affected equally. 
The time resolution required depends upon the collision energy. 
We are interested in collisions in the range 10 -. 1000 eV and 
energy losses in the range 0 - 20 eV are likely to be important. 
The internal energy spread in the beam is " 0.15 eV and if this is 
to be resolved we require, say, 5 points in this energy range. 
The time resolution required then runs from 2x 10 7 s at 10 eV col-
lision energy to 0.3x 10-9 s at 1000 eV collision energy. These 
requirements are shown in Fig. 7.8 along with the possible range 
of time resolution achievable. 
7.4 Performance 
The main requirement for test purposes is a controlled signal 
source. Two techniques have been employed. In the first, a fast 
atom source was mounted in a chamber external to the detector, a 
collimated beam from this source could then be swept over the 
detection surface by rotating the source. This method was some-
what inconvenient to use so that for many purposes it was possible 
to use a hot wire source (W doped with KC9.) in place of the normal 
warm W surface. This provided a more easily controllable signal 
but could not test the critical surface ionisation efficiency for 
neutral atoms - although this was reasonably well understood from 
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Fig. 7.8: 	Time Resolution. 
Ideal time resolution required. 
Time equivalent to spread in beam energy. 
Time equivalent to energy loss of interest (2eV). 
Shaded area is probable range of time resolution 
obtainable. 
specifically related to the hot wire however, since its position 
changed in heating and discharges between the high voltage plates 
in the Pierce gun could sometimes be initiated by the thermal emission. 
In the course of these tests it was found necessary to rebuild the 
ion gun at four times the previous scale (without changing the 
electrostatic properties) to prevent electrical breakdown. 
It was also necessary to replace the home-made fibre connectors 
by commercial items and to replace the flat scintillator sheet by a 
'chisel point' design to improve the optical efficiency. The flat 
scintillator was, however, useful in examining the electrostatic 
focussing since the final image could be seen by the naked eye. 
7.4.1 	Electrostatics 
The observed optimum values obtained for the focussing voltages 
(gun and electron) by maximising the coincidence count rate at an 
angle element are shown in Fig. 7.9. It can be seen that the expected 
linear relationships are obtained for the focussing voltages although, 
as already mentioned, the filament heating current causes the gun 
focus to change. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.10. This change is 
very probably due to mechanical changes in the position of the hot 
wire in the gun assembly. 
The sharpness of the focus obtained with the lenses is shown 
in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 for the gun focus and electron focus elements 
respectively. The trajectory calculations predicted that the gun 
focus voltage should be " 26.5% of the operating voltage. Experi-
mentally the value was found to be '' 16%. However, as the filament 
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Fig. 7.12: 	Coincidence Counts vs. Electron Focus Voltage. 
M-40  
wire distorted (approaching closer to the position used in the tra-
jectory calculations?) the gun focus voltage was found to approach 
the calculated value (Fig. 7.10). An estimate of the electron focus 
voltage required to produce a magnification of 0.4 at the scintil-
lators was obtained from the tables of Harting and Read (lIAR 76). 
For plates of slightly different thickness and spacing the required 
voltage was found to be 63% of the operating voltage. The experi-
mentally obtained optimum of " 42% is thus seen to have the right 
order of magnitude. 
The electron steering voltage shown' in Fig. 7.13 had the ex-
pected behaviour. As required, the count rate was not too sharply 
focussed in the scintillator elements so that small variations in 
dimension between different angles should not strongly affect the 
sensitivity. 
7.4.2 Angular Resolution 
The behaviour of the trajectories in the plane orthogonal to 
the focussing plane, i.e. the angular plane, was checked by inserting 
a mask immediately in front of the ion injection gun. This mask 
contained 2 mm wide slits as shown in Fig. 7.14. The coincidence 
count rates transmitted through the mask are also shown on this 
figure as a function of angle channel number. These measurements 
were taken with the plane scintillator sheet with the optical fibres 
spaced 4 mm apart. As can be seen, the image is reasonably sharp 
with 10% cross talk between adjacent angles. 	The measurement has 
not been repeated with the individual scintillator elements but this 
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Fig. 7.14: 	Angular Resolution. 
Distance between angle elements and mask 
dimensions are actual size. 
All these measurements could be qualitatively checked by in-
creasing the test signal flux and using the human eye to view the 
scintillator screen. The focussing and steering elements could all 
be seen to function as expected. It also appeared that much of the 
loss of resolution observed in the mask measurements arose in the 
scintillator itself via multiple reflections. This problem is 
eliminated in the design now in use. 
	
7.4.3 	Electron Multiplications 
Measurements of the secondary electron gain arising from ion 
impact on the A2. 2O3 surface were made by measuring the emitted 
ion current on a suitably biased gun focus plate. The plate was 
then biased for normal operation and the electron current measured 
on a plate inserted in the electron focussing stack. Measurements 
on several occasions gave results similar to those shown in Figure 
7.15. A useful gain is achieved. These measurements also include 
the transmission efficiency from the gun to the secondary electron 
plate. 
7.4.4 	Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of this device can be checked in two ways - 
by observing the detection efficiency for fast atoms and comparing 
the coincidence signal with current measurements on a simple 
"warm wire" detector. This is the most direct method but depends 
upon knowledge of the geometric factors between the two detectors. 
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Fig. 7.15: 	No. of Secondary Electrons obtained per Incident 
Ion as a function of Device Operating Voltage. 
Alternatively, emission from a hot wire in the multi-angle detector 
itself can be used. In this method the overall efficiency has to 
be obtained from the ratio of single channel to-coincidence counts 
P2 
at a specific angle element, 	/P 19 (P2). 
From equation (7.2): 
yP/2 2 P t(l- (l - r) 2, 	) 
P2/Pl 	= 	C 	 (7.5) 
P t(l - (1 - r)'" 2 ) c 
= r2..yP 	- f!i 
2 - 	JPt 
Early measurements at .50 kV, using the fast atom test source 
and plane scintillator, found p 2 	0.02%. Measurements with the 
P 2 
Sam e arrangement using the 	/P.1 ratio technique found 
p2 	 p2 1 	2 
2%. 	Hence from eq. (7.5) P2 = Pt( 	P 1 ) and since 
= 0.9x 0.95 (Table (7.1)), this measurement gave P 2 .= 0.03%, 
in good agreement.. 
The introduction of a focussing lens in the electron field and 
a perspex light guide shaped so as to increase the optical col-
lection into the fibre gave 	2 IP1 = 8% or P 2 = 0.5% at 50 kV - 
a 25 fold increase in sensitivity. 
Further improvements in light collection efficiency by using 
the individual scintillator elements and new optical fibres yielded 
P 
= 84% or P 2 = 60% at 50 kV. This current level of per-
formance has not yet been confirmed by use of the test fast atom 
source. The various stages in the improvement of the detection 
efficiency are plotted on Fig. 7.7. 
The current performance is illustrated as a function of operating 
WTIM 
voltage in Fig. 7.16. As can be seen, the probability of detecting 
coincidences, P 2 , is approximately linear with operating voltage. 
From Fig. 7.7 it is estimated that an increase in the operating 
voltage to 75 or 80 key will bring the system onto the desirable 
plateau region. 
The efficiency of various scintillator elements using the same 
fibres and photomultipliers is compared in Fig. 7.17. The standard 
deviation of the measurements at the different operating voltages 
is given on the figure. The difference in scintillator element 
performance will become less significant as the operating voltage 
is increased (Fig. 7.7). Interchanging fibres showed a similar 
stability in behaviour. However, interchange of photomultipliers 
caused large variations in sensitivity. Nine fibres are connected 
to the surface of each photomultiplier and it was discovered that 
the sensitivity of these positions varied considerably. Figure 
7.18 plots the mean and standard deviation of the counts from the 
different surface positions for each photomultiplier. This was 
improved somewhat by making new connector blocks which had the 
fibres as close together as physically possible; this data is 
also shown on the figure. 	Some modifications in the photomultiplier 
dynode chains and associated structures may be required to further 
improve the performance. 
7.4.5 	Long Term Stability 
The number of counts detected for a range of angular elements 
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Fig. 7.17: P 2 vs. Operating Voltage for Ten Scintillator 
Elements. 
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Fig. 7.18: 	Surface Sensitivity of Ph Dtomultipliers. 
Number of counts averaged over surface positions for 
each photomultiplier. A: Old fibre connectors 
B: New fibre connectors. 
Error bars are 2 standard deviations long. 
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fluctuations in signal from the hot wire source; 
slight misalignments of some elements; 
surface sensitivity of photomultipliers. 
The means and standard deviations of the counts collected by the 
computer for all 41 working angles collected over 3 days for a par-
ticular operating voltage are shown in Fig. 7.19. To account for 
factor (a), the data was normalised to give the same total scattering 
count for each block of data. The time variation of counts from a 
particular angle element can be shown in a correlogram where the 
autocorrelation coefficient for observations a distance k apart, 
r 	
is plotted against k (CHA 75). 
rk 	= 	N 




where N is the total number of observations and x is the overall 
mean. This is plotted in 7.20 for some of the angles at two values 
of the operating voltage. As can be seen, the correlation is im-
proved at the higher operating voltage. 
The time variation will mainly be due to factor (b) where any 
slight fluctuations in focussing and steering voltages will badly 
affect the performance. Any misalignments in scintillator elements 
will become less important as the operating voltage is increased and 
the system becomes less sensitive to such fluctuations. The improve-
ment in the correlation at the higher operating voltage will be due 
to this. 
Factor (c), surface sensitivity of the photomultipliers should 


















Fig. 7.19: Average number of counts collected per block of data 
for each element. 
Counts collected over 3 days with an operating 
voltage of 40 kV. 
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Fig. 7.20: 	Correlograxns for Sample Angle Elements. 






A fast multi angle detector providing 45 angle channels dis-
tributed over a 250 nun length with a resolution of 2 nun and a res-
ponse time of 10 ns has been constructed. 
41 of the 45 angle channels have been fully implemented and 
tested. The overall sensitivity is currently 60%. It is anticipated 
that by operating at higher voltages the sensitivity could be in-
creased to 80 - 85%. 
The angular resolution 	0.10), sensitivity (60%) and focus- 
sing conditions are shown to accord quite closely with design cal-
culations. 
Variation in performance of the different scintillator elements 
and time correlation are shown to be satisfactory. 
Some work remains to be done. 
Additional electronic interface cards must be constructed 
(to a tested design). This is under way. 
The photomultiplier dynode chain circuits must be mechanically 
improved and a number of defective photomultiplier tubes replaced. 
Cc) 	To achieve the full data rate a buffer memory unit must be 
constructed. 
Obtain a steady working voltage of"80 kV (power supply and 
100 kV feedthrough is now available). 
Time resolution must be tested. 
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Listing of Model Program for K + CH
-1 
 
H15 PWRAI i ,.!CJLh1ES W&W IJSE5 AOD DIFFERENTIAL CROSS MIMS  
USINY LLSSiCL IWARICS FUR flGH E;EF:C, GRAZING COI_I.iSONj j•:E1E 
ci0S AND CHM hJ iC1RE.. INE 1 1EITiL SURFACES ARE LiF;A41 	L' IS- 
FROMILITT Of LFUSSiNG FLIUVEN SURFACES IS 	(1LLJI_A!E[' PJS.U'U THE ..Ai(1U- 
ZENER FORMULA.  
N.B. ONLY OYL 151-PAIN WIRTE is V W MEN lt:iU 1H[ 	EC6Rii. 
RE(d SLiffl3 
;EG1 	 - 
/REAL Fr5i 	l F C 	FL 	'11 .b 	1' E 
	
si 
:REL E EFSi ,S] I4 ,I-i4 .lL2 
A R EAL 
REAL rW,i'.L1 ,Vtt;[i,V0,1JCH,DCH.F'i,ETA,KJP,AL,AL1 ,[I,RCH,SFE1CH 
ZREciL ['FF1, DFP2, DFF'3, Ff4 , DFP5,I'FF6, FP?,DFP8,t<FE1A ,CEETI 
2RE(L IL3FF1 ,Gi'FF2,GIJFF'3 , 61FF'4 ,G[IFF5 , 6DFF6 , 50Ff'? ,DFl:8 
;REAL 61DIP1 .GIDFP2,G1DFP3,G1DFF4,G1DFP5,GIUFP6,GltFP7,G1L'FFB 
EAL ELI ,EL2,EL3,EL4.EL5,EL6,EL?,EL$ 
:REAL ACCADIJ, [iEtiT, IF. [,VC1 , LT,Ac:,RcH,Pi ,F'2,SF,USO,RULH 
zf:EcL EXC,0RS03,'0CH3, THETA1 ,THETc2,L5,C1 ,C2,N,C4,E133 
%REAL VcR,V1 ,V2,V3,V4 
':REAL DiUt,hETAI0N 
ZREAL RKE1 ,I,FKTM.R0II,L;UV,J$ARR 
7.IHTEGER TRAJ,FLAGA,ES,FLP.G1 ,FLAG2,FLAG3 
XItTE6ER FLAGEL,FLAUE2,FLPGE1,FLAGEJR:f1,1RP,FATH,1,CHNU,SCb1 
ZSTRIHG(63) STRING 
ZPO[JTINESPEC EL1JSS(ZREALt,(E 13FP,EL) 
:R1J1IT 1t4E6fEC CiUlFUT (ZFE1ILA?1E B,i'Ff .11 ,S1G1A,RCH X1NiEGEf PATH) 
ZRWJflESPEC 
ZEXTERrULRUU1IfESPEC I1FiNE(.SiRif6(63) B) 
ZEXTERNALROtJTINESFEC FRUMF'TST:1i?G(255) 6) 
REALFNSPEC TANH(ZREAL X) 
REALFtSPEC IiCR(XREALThE IU0,112,RbI!RT fltIIEGER PATH) 
ZREALFtJSPEC h0RS1QN(ZREALHA1E R) 
7.REALFI'SPEC 11(JRSF'OT( 	E(LUAl4E R,AL) 
ZREALFN5fEC I1'3RSPOTA(ZRE(LNAliE R,AL) 
:EALFSFEC CROSPT( 	EALME E,EPSI ,S1t31 ,EPS2,S.t62, lREALF0 XC 
POP ,PU12, ZJNIEGER FLAGS) 
.REALFNSPEC LAtZEH (ZREALNAiE D, ZIHIEGER PATH) 
2REALFtSPEC IUiF0TtZREALhtiE R,SI'$,EF'S) 
ZREALFNSF'LC PUtPOT().REALNAtE R,SIG ,EPS) 
REALFNSFEC ['EF I0)(FEAL 	,R1 ,R2) 
:REALFNSFEC DEFPOU(XREAL EPs,s1G,,R1,R2) 







F LA 63 = 0 
F LAGE=() 
FLAGE1=O 
FL AGE 2 0 
FLAGAO 
E;ELECT iPFUT 1 
-100- 
f;U;F ( "Output 	) 
RC.iU 1L[AHE( :TRJ ;I.3 3 
:J 	S11H5=fI" 	:i3R .ilLi::Lli)C,L"  11HEN SIR] 	'-".0l.Ji' 
I tE("ST1 0,". SIR] J' 
	
I ( °E 	1:') 
LEl'EFS1 
I0r,-1 ( ''Fjs2 : ") 	; EU 	IAL PAR AF. I EFF, LI-bi Aii 2 E is an ki f PAL lU [E 
NEWEPSW 	; EE53 FOR l(;II!u VVENIIAL, E.]nJ.LAR[1 FOR  
(f!jfI ( 'Ep3: " 
fr'ij'LFS3 3 
Efth-i ("Si'ii :0 




RE A [i ( .5 163 ) 
1 CT C H = 0 
PROMPT ( "iUJiSAT1UN Fi]TEHi1L:" ) 	; ! 	VOR 	 rllklr 
READ (}UF1 	- 	 - 	- 
f:.RrI..pi ("METAL EXC1TATIO4:4! 
READ (E12) 
FROhPTV'Ion rep pow:") 
R[[' IRN 
Ff:Ojlf'T(Vi2:') 
READ(H12) 	; ihee are reduced coupling i'neter; used in 
RR'''iFT( "V23 : ) 	 the Landau-Zener formula 
RI A Li ( H 233 
FROMFT ("Red mass: " ) 	 Of I<-CH31 
READ(MU) 
(1U01 . 6?25l.-2? 
Co1 111''i1 •?nerqv in CM 
READ (RIKE) 
RELVEL2I RIE*1 .6021 I--1 'i/ut] 
RELVEL=SORT'RELVEL) 
PRINTSTRING&NOU PARAuETERS R[LEVtF1 TO TARGET MOLECULE POTENTIAL")  
NEUL INC 
PROIIFT("ReuJ mass: ") 	 :!Of CH3I 
REA[(iU1 ) 
i'iUI =MUI 41 .6725P-27 
PRUrIFT00:9 	 C-I equilibrium bond length 
RE A Li (Ri] C H) 
ROCH3=(RUCH+STRETCH) 1 -1 0; 	USED IF RRESTRUFCHING OF BUH[' IS REQUIRED 




IF BETA>1-10 ZTHEH [:ETA=BEIh*1.602i-i9 
PROMPT ("W") 
C i D(OC H) 
z JF DCII> 1 - Ic' X THEN DCHOCIci .6021 (?-- 19 
F'POufI("LiIOW:") 
:E,ifl( [iJfl) 
:ii uio>i-io ZIHEt-I rIIU=[.[i)tl.i .6''2i-Pi 
I-'ROuIPT( 'E'ETAIUt4: ") 
REA[l(BE TAlON) 
IF BETAIIJN<1 5 ZIHEN BE FAIUNiAION:ii0 




fi:Oip1 ( 'T 	HL A:') 	GRU1JI; TIN 11ATE )i]f-: p,jiyi.-1  
hEAIt ( R: 1 A) 






I 	'•i _' 	A 
!'EAl ( ALl 
:i AI.it -j QN AL: 
iLjJT("iUL 	) 	: 1 	FLL;IJ 	Li 
31 'r{JL 
I 1ihf 	( jifl YOU 1122k 	IiJ LI r' iii k THE 	 Ii[F. 
:116'jfjL ZUNI !L tUXISiI:IL='i' 	iEX FSiNUI_N 
RLAi, S1h:UL(I) 
!F lz' 	THEN ZSIART 
F LAGA-i 
- )CL1 
Ii NI. S H 
I:.IWMPI ("NO OF EXCITED STATE:") 	Pim . GRU;.JD UN EA1K SFATL-u, 	n 
ETC. 
REAL' (ES) 
PROIIPT("EXC:") 	;! 	 EXCITATION ENERGY OF EXCITED ION PAIR STATE 
K CAL' ( CXC 
EXC=EXC.iI .6O21-1 
IF EXC>O THEN :START 
F LAG3=1 
Cli 	PRUtIFt ( "EF'S4 : ') 	W 	PARAMETERS FOR A 3R11 NEUTRAL POTENTIAL SURFACE 
IEANEF84) 	;' 	e.q. 	A STATE OR R'bER6 
F'ROtIFI( "8164:" 
READ(Sl64) 





PROMPT (" TRAJ? : ) 	; '(F YOU WISH TO CALCULATE A i RAJ[cl DRY ON THE GF::!uNL, 100 
FAIR 
READ(TRAJ) 	W SURFACE GIVE "1° AS REPLY AND DEFINE 02 RS U/I: 
(21=- I RPERS3S I 63i* I RE/K LRE 
(:2 = 4 * P DL / RI RE 
I;3=14.4/RJRE 	; ! 	POTENTIAL "CONSTANTS'' 
(4=- 12/RiLE 
C5=6/RILE 
rRUIiPT ('Ri 3: ") 	 ; ! 	600 AT FIRST Ci)SS1 G DISTANCE 
P CAll i K 3R 
0R503=ti0RSF'JT (ROCH3. AL) 
iSO=CRSFi:T RCh'. AU 
E13=RIP - ORS0 --MIjRSjUNiCH) ) 
PRINT(E14) 
NE L LINE 
-102-  
L*i=l - 
CH 	RI! [H 
JS 	1 EF 	3. 	1!3. 51, 	I. JcrrT 	ouij F 	H 
ll3CROSFTLi3.H'S3.S]{-3,EfE1 ,iI!F'U1 	. L'L:. OI,H_(kOl) 
REtJL i: 





W 	FLAGS- 	;- 	1L.01 MEN WAR(  
if 	(. fiUb EFt 	F ;iJ- 	:.i2N 	, 
!? 	Fi6A-i 	%MN WART 
I nUIE . -1l 	I if. 
FItn bH 
LAG I =2 
34=CROEPI 	E34,[S3,S!O3,[f 34.',iG4,i:ijNFu1 	PO'JPOT,Ft_Gi I 
FfJiGl =3 
-'R1N1 STRING ("[3i-" 
PRINT(E34,40) 
l £ (J L I NE 
I-R1NISTRING 	R34="i 
FRINTR34,5,3i 
NE (.1 LI NE 
Z F I N I S H 
CALCULATION OF FORii OF FOTEii IAL CURVES USED 
PROrif'T( "Output puts?: " ) 
SIPSYMUL ZUNT IL NEx1 S 	EOI_= 1' :'1R NEXtS'hBOL:U -' 
R[ADSYII[:OL( I) 
ZIF 1= - Y" MHEN. XSTART 
FROMPT( "Foti output:") 
RE A [iF ILL N A ME (STRING) 
IF STRINC'="TI" OR S1RING=40CAL" THE1 SIR ING=" .OUT" 
JJEFINE("6T12, ".STRING) 
f :. RPMc . T( 'Pot2 	output:") 
REAL'F IL ENAME(STRING) 
%IF STRINGz'] I" 	)R SiGiOG='LOCAL" 
	
THEN S ERING=''.O; I' 
D[FiNEC"ST13,".SiRIR13 
PROfiFI('F'ot3 output:") 
READ F IL [NAME (ST R 1 NO 
1F STRING-Mu ZOR :3"[jJfç" Zi HEN STRIN'I=" .OlJT' 
DEE INE( "STI4 " . Si F: ING) 
'JF FLA63=1 MEN ;:STAR[ 
l'R{MFI('P014 IJUTf'iJi : "I 
READ F I L E t- A lIE S JR .1 NO i 
JE S1R1NI!-="TT" %OR STF1fiG="i_O[_' Zil-IEN STfHt3=".OtJi" 
DEFINE ('El 15," 
ZEINISH 
ZIF FLA&h=1 ZTHEJ ZETART 
PRONFI( 'P014 OUTPUT")  
READ1ILEE(sIR1j;) 
ZIF E;TF:IUG="TT" Z.)F: 	 ZTHR STRJfi'i.i=" .!UI 
0EFINE'"5Ti6, " .S1Rit;L) 
%FINISH 
-10.3- 
:Cu_.!= I , 1 • 1 
VAR00.1 
01 ,I.i.:H 
Jr VIM 2THE5 -Ml 
I. FL E C TOUT lU Ti. 1:? 
F I I ( VT; • S . 3 ) 
3fALES( 2 
rF'1 	i (Vi , • r 
[U1 Itfl 
IF V0201FE -; 
LLC1UL1!JH1.y 
I ( ''AF • 5 
YAOLS 2) 
('.UL It'L 




PRIiT (V3 ,5, 3) 
1 EU LI NE 
PLY 
2IF F1G3=1 	1HEfl ZSTIRT 
V4POUF1jT (VAR, S164 ,EFS.l )3AL2/i .6021&-i 9 
r V020 MEN -001 





F I 4: 
Z F IN I S H 
: IF FLAGA=1 7i HEU ZS'IARI 





E i  LI N £ 
r L i C . 
II I S H 




%!F FLc331 ZTHE.q (:Lc'sESiREM( 15) 
.IF FLA6A1 MEN CLOSUSTRE(16) 
FFOtiFT ( Cont i nIl?: "I 
SNIPSIMBOL XONTIL NEXISTHP00, 0 - T 	pitt 	', 
RETi'Sil1E:0L I) 
ZIF I 	.THEN 	Siof' 
ZF I N I S H 
START OF CALCULATION 
—io4- 
"I At:1 mw) 
'1..(,l (. [ 
Vf by 	IH1. 	•j1..E 
f_tF'1 	tJH1t1. 
M , CHAP) 
!7J1' P B 
I1 P13 
:!F c40.=1 2:11-i' WWI 	 EI.Aii: WAI V RI Q 
-4 
1 	. 	Lv-.1 , 	:. 	• 
-. - 
• 000 
. cTH - 1 
RIF E-R13 XIHEI-) 	 ! 
211 F:>R13 ZIHEN SIC 	: 	!(!0FF1Jf-.j;EFi I 
JUIf1JT 	,1i:p1 ,EL ,!6( i, Fl1 1 H) 




XIF CHIO=2 THEN START 	; ! 	EXIT AS R(45) AND V113. EXCITED MOLECULE 
F LAGEL=0 
PROMMUFFY EL 055? : I 	W 	SEPARATE !)u ri - ui OF E-;: [I 	r- i 1 • 	iCLE 05 
LRGY LOSS 
5IIfS ti.iJL Z1Jt4TJL tIEX1S (r:FIJL= - , 	: OR NE. 1SIU1=t4 
1EA[SvI,!)0Lc U 
21F I= - Y 	ZFHE1. .STAF:T 
FIAGEL=1 
-'ROtiF'T ( " 0Uif'IJT?:" 
IZ [A 	T' E N 	ST1t4. Ii ) 
2.11 SiR 11.40=" TI 	XOR S 1R.[NG:l_0CAL' Z IHEN S fl1t4(3=" . cur' 
)FINE(S112, '.STRIf4G) 
2: F 1 ' 1 S H 
L10: 
2.JF BJR13 ZTHEN ->LS 
vcI=o 
'Erf - liTCR(R13,,R1:3,R0cH1,2) 
):iF-(i,oRspoT(RcH.AL)-t)Rs[iif:cN; ) 
Lt:Il- (IiORSfOT (ECH, AL ) -HORSO) 
FlG1 =1 
RCDIJrI=CF:CiSfi([l,EI:s3,s1i3:,I::5i • S.EC1 ,1UF'I,PIjupOT,FLA(,l ) 
>:1F FtA6E0 flHEt ISiART 
Lh 
FLA6E2= 
%IF RCIU-R1 3i;0 • 005 - 31..) W EN 
L;K! F- 	URF'OT C RCH , Ai_ , -(1L:'Rsi o (CH ) 
fl:[I_ 	CF:S0T(RCH, AL, -USS0 i 
H_AOl = I 
i--CiU1.=CR0SFT(F', EF53 , ; 10.1, EFS 1 , 5.[Oi • I OeP0 , fUWF'Ui FLC 1) 
7;!F FL&E10 MEN -:-Ll 
r' !.:,tjjr 
-105- 
I 1 ni 
i• -4 
!tJ I)( i1 	:1 wi 	1 	7 2,100) LiEF ION( B1 • i 




I1L 	rO 	li_ H :, 	- r; 
PATH 
f 12 	f2 I 
JI 	1 YEL=i 	:L' 
p 17, 
PU  





1F 	CH003 	XTHEH 	7:SiAIi 	 WE 	c':JsTG 	fo !iu 	1, IJ1i:Ci1, 	EiJ 
L/C. 
F L0EL0 
Ff0tfT 	"01)1 FIJi 	ELOSS 	: 	I 
IFSYiOL 	ZUNTIL 	UEXTS1tIL600' 	ZC!R 	NEXTYh'0L=i 
FEAt'SYh[0L( ii 
JF WV ZTHE 	ZSiRT 
F L(GEL=i 
F'R0;FT( 	'2UIFU1? :") 
F E 	LII 1 L E 	A NE '.51 F; I 	G 
%IF 	STRI 	6"1 1" 	ZOR 	1f;:1HG='_ocl_' 	ZTHEi'. 	SI1ffl3". OUT 
JJEI 1E ( "5112, 	• SI Ri fl3 
F I t 1 S H 
1-11:  
FLAGE20 
V (I = 0 
IEN1zIi I CFJR1 33, E.R23,t;:r.)CH3,3) 
i'[i- 	fSPOr(RCH,L )-NORSO) 
:CU=C:f;fisfT . iJ, EfS3 	311,.3 ,EF'2, SIG2 , IUUPUT .FOUPOT • FLcUI1 
112311423  
F1LAG±Q ZTHEN 	START 
:1F 	Rcrwli-F:23[;;o .O25:R23[i 	X THEN 	ASTART 
FLAGE2=1 
[iE-iCP ( 	23 1', P , RCU 	F;-1 	3) 
23 Li = RE I WI 
VD - WORY010CHAU-NOR50 
ii 	ri=iff 	1-TIll 	EV 7 , 	Ii 	f- 	 i 	luj 	- 	ll, 	III u 	lg 
!F 	FLcOE=0 	ZTHEt4 	->L2 




LfP3=LEFfUI.. EPS1 ,51131 • B, F;, I 	+0l:.F0U ( EPS! • b'IG I , B, B, P 1 3"DE" 9N E: 113 , 23P 404, 
vi 	SF22, Si 02, P,R23[i, I 00) 
910400 
-106- 
'r P3z (61itt P3--I r 
l•cj• 	i3[ijiIFF- ) 
A1H3 
( 
:I(Cr L i 	 T 
I 
i 	c 
I'lJ 	U1( J, [;; f•_• .1 . ,:-: i- . 	. 
I'll 	F-'31it 	 1) 	i'tf9[I- 
LI: 
; 
%IF Ci)O 	2TH[ 	F 	 [i;Lc cIJs.j:; 	 , 	 j-r 
I LGEL') 
i- fft1 !ifT("OuIpL1i 	CIC.  
;JF'syrF:oL 2UN1 3 L NE(TSI NFJL - 2• 	U: 	:IsI 
READ SYi1UL( 1 
ZJF 1= - I' ZT-IEH 	iRT 
FLAGEL1 
POtiFT ('OUTPUT?: 
IF S1RINGz'TJ' 2OR 6i.it3LUCiI_" r{HEt4 S 1iIi:'.OlJf" 
]JEF!IE ("ST12,.STRr1.; - 
FLE2- 
iJE ( T - IIi UCH; 
LI(iF(URSf'jJ 
LIz[f-El 2-(rWFSffj[ FLH, AL )-U}c) : 
F LAC, I=3 
RCUCROSPT. D, EF:33 , S 63 	, S162 	KP I ,FOUPO 
F 23 Li = F: 23 
L3: 
'JF FLA3E=O ;iHE".xsTRT 
2:'lf FCLUH - :23jl::o.ct25i.F27[; 	H;.iRJ 
GE 2 1 
[EhT =i CR R23[I, I:, RCLUM , 	• 3 
R2 3 P R C U Um 
J 62 !W. iijT,I:WFU • iI_f11 
Z IF FLi;6EO 21 HE1 >L3 
X i 1;JS 
159 
t2,U,R7[, C', C. 
+ 1 - 4 
1,1 ru F P4 	'LFr Ilu 	 ( 1 F 1 F i3  
I, 1I1FF4=61 ['FPi+  [IC  F iL4 i 5: 1 FiJI 	FS, 2,: iC , pt • F32ru 
GFF'4=G1 [Ff4-['FF4)I - i 54 
F T H = 4 
-107- 
L i I 
I 




CHIJO5 i1J STAR1 	'! 	ION P AI R RbLCTtOt, LTE Ckoi4 
tciGi 
~ KPSYVA 10-;n 
Ploys' nVa. 
I:EA 	Lt_L;!1i 
iF SiI!6" 	SF 1(.3'LUL" iIHCf1 	fRHG'JjUi 
L ("S i 12,'. 51 F: 1 i45 
W AS H 
113: 
LA GE 2 = 0 
01 = 0 
5) 
D-K !P - (MORSPOT ( RCH.AL)-MORSIOO(RCH ))-C l2 
.[-(tORSrUi (RCH,L)-rWRSQ) 
FLAtI1 =3 
:L 	roi,f';!F'r ,FtA(1 
F 23 ii = R 2.3 
L 
IF FLAGEs 	THEN START 
%IF fC[iJ1-:23[i;.0 O'4f 2 7j MEN .ETiR I 
FLAGE2=1 
R 23 L' = R CO 1J ji 
Li=i!- u0fSf'OT (RCH,AL.--lURSQ) 
RCDiJt=CR0SF7 'I;, EF63 • S163 , EF'S2 ,81G2 :[ONFoT ,iOF'j F 
% IF FLAE=0 ZHEt->L4 
F 23 ['= R C [ U h 
:FINISH 
M USH  
C L 5 = F 1 3 AL 1 
•IJ (E 	I 	1 	'- 	- 	1 j4 	I 	1 t 	I ' 1 	LI 
1 = [14 1 - 4 
t;1['F [5=[EI FCUEfS 01131 ,[11 • ['1 , iC';4DEFF[F - 5i • 5I'31 ,:i Al • 	 • i2.,  
ApYhOMPAPY 
'IF ELc.GEL=1 -4 H. 	Ii 
El 1155 ['FF5 .EL 5 
Z F I H I S H 
13U1FJI: 1 [Ff'5,IjL5,S1I, RI;H,' - AH) 
RIF M 5 3 1 800020 /f1 	THEH i JEST iE - i 12) 2 	j 
&B -0. 0i 
-108- 
:F C4IJD6 ZAAn nqaFi 1 0W Pia PRobuCTIaP, EAR.LY CRsssp 
VhUnFfUU0&& LLE3 :) 
: ij:. %Wll 415MUL—W  
1 
rKWILLYNASTRImS) 










;;1f 	rt, 	,, 	fJ 	•crt 
7: IF RCLU. ( (25 f25[! XTREN WART 
LA'3E2i 
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SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR K + CH 
For exit as K(4P), early (Channel No. 4) and late (Channel No. 3) 
crossing contributions. 
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DO YOU WISH 10 CONSiDER THE 	STATES 
HO OF EXCITED STATE:0 
E XC: 0 
iR1J? :0 
R13:  3 
E13 = 
- 	 1 	 IC-1A 
R7 	 3.6;'3 
i)utut p cs?:H 
UFACi F-'A.ii :285 
LiicH l::Hi;LL :3 
OUTPUT LLc?H 





SAMPLE OUTPUT-DATA FOR K + CH I I  
Exit asK(4P), early and late crossing contributions. 
Channel 
, 
3 2./3c 81 1.88 1.100 	2 3.2510 
2.720 921.82- 1.87 1.10 	2 3.5-0 o :2.1v3 $.346i 
3 2.21" VY5.12 1.37 i.U0 	2 3.20'o 2.191 ?.320 
I 2.200 1061.5i I .66 1 .218 	2 2. We 0 2.190 3.3372 
3 2.690 1130.6? 1.86 1.20 	2 2.02 0 2.189 3.33311 
3 2420 1203.52 1.05 1.240 	2 2.341 0 W88 3.33011 
3 2.670 79.46 1.85 1.22 2 2.i0 0 2.167 3.3260 
3 240 1359.52 1.84 1.290 	2 1.831? 0 2.184 3.32I1 
3 2.00 13.32 1.84 1.318 2 1.81? 0 2.185 3.3198 
3 2,14o 00.30 1.63 1.22821.50 0 2.183 3.3100 
3 2.630 162332 1.83 1.63V 	2 13A 0 2.184 33 
3 2.20 1130.84 1.63 1.330 	2 1.210 0 2.183 3.31111 
3 2.410 1822.94 1.83 1.340 	2 1.060 0 2.182 3.30811 
3 .2.00 1910.21 1.82 1.340 2 9.68e -1 2.161 3.3052 
3 2.50 2043.26 1.82 1.31 	2 8.o50 -1 2.181 3.30311 
4 	2.850 158.25 1.96 3.861? -2 4.150 -2 2.214 3.4301? 	0 
4 7.80 120.86 2.03 6.190 0 1.148 1 2.236 3.50111 	0 
4 	2.830 102.09 2.08 1.830 1 4.718 1 2.254 3.547 C- 
4 2.820 89.22 2.10 3.160 1 1.00 2 2.2t5 3.5290 	0 
4 	2.810 79.55 2.13 4.580 1 1.510 2 2.226 3.60711 	0 
4 2.880 71.95 7.14 5.80 1 YOU 2 :•'.61 3.6200 	c 
4 	2.70 65.24 2.5 7.240 1 Q.4wv 2 2.281 .4211 	0 
4 2.780 0.86 2.16 8.771? i . 	;'o 2 2.2?o 3.6532 	0 
4 	2.720 56.61 2.18 1.058 2 8.798 2 7.307 3.4720 	0 
4 2.7.0 53.52 2.18 1.280 2 1.708 3 2.311 3.42.08 	0 
4 	2.750 50.88 2.19 1.572 2 1.638 3 2.316 3.662I 0 
4 2.740 ap.81 2.20 1.991? 2 2.250 3 2.324 3.7020 	0 
4 	2.730 47.25 2.21 2.80 2 3.228 3 2.350 3J0,0 	0 
4 2.720 44.15 2.21 3.570 2 NOW I 2.33 ..PSG 	0 
4 	2.70 5.48 2.21 2.338 2 5.504 3 2.238 3.71211 














4 ? - 1 ? 5 .Y.1'° 2.22 4 
.' .j 45.73 2. 22 5.79 2 '.'-' " 
4 ?.7.• ;4.5 2.i 2. 2 3 :..:5 .12i 
4 47.2 21 2 	Y 7 i 	4 1 V 3 .' . .:22 
2.22 ..;H :7..y we 3 7 o 
3 2. 	:v.4 
4 7.'! K f 1 2.23 1.139 1.2:' 3 n :.7 '.2'-19 
4 . 2. 21 :VW ! 	. 1 1 . 
'./7 2.24 i.: 7 1 	>Y 3 ..., 
7.74 1 	VVY 2 1. 	;.' 1 3.2•;•.' 
4 :.24 1 	11 7 
• 	.. 	 .. • 2. • •:.2 - .- • • : 
4 i 2.; ì.•' 2 2. 1 2 :.38 
4 2.50 5. 14 2 . 21 2 ' . 2.329 2. 
4 3.) ?.?4 2.24 ivy 2 :.51 i 7.!22 
4 2.540 64.45 2.24 1 	27Y 2 4 . 6  2 2.325 PON 
4 2.534) 69.44 2.24 2 2.5 kovy 
4 7.52 54.79 2.24 '1.22i: 2 3  2 ;?.421 3.22: 
4 2.510 1j0.43 3.24 1 •  249 2 . 2..203 3; 
4 2.502 10.o 2.24 1.23L 2 2.99 2 2.406 3.)5I'? 
4 2.490 1;2..S 2.24 1.239 2 75 2 2.09 3..'50t 
2.460 119.32 2.24 1.239 2 2.329 2 2.411 3.7509 
4 2.420 126.29 2.24 1.239 2 2.029 2 2.414 3.750i: 
4 2.460 133.61 2.24 1.230 2 1.850 2 2.412 3J459 
4 2.450 141.29 2.24 1.231! 2 1.659 2 2.419 349 
4 2.0 149.33 2.24 1.239 2 1.489 2 7422 3.7489 
4 2.430 152. 75 2.24 1 .o 2 1.33@ 2 2.424 37479 
4 2.420 166.56 2.24 1.239 2 1.209 2 2.427 3.79 
4 2.410 175.76 2.24 1.24@ 2 1.60  2 2.429 .3.749 
4 2.400 165.3? 2.24 1 .249 2 9.709 1 2.431 3.7459 
4 2.390 195.39 2.24 1.249 2 6.749 1 2.434 3.74.9 
4 2.80 205.84 2.23 1 .249 2 7.909 1 2.4.36 3.7429 
4 2.370 216.74 2.23 1.259 2 7.149 1 2.4.38 3.2429 
4 2.360 228.08 2.23 1.259 2 4.45 1 2.441 3J40 
4 2.350 239.90 2.23 1.259 2 5.855 1 2.443 3.729! 
4 2.340 252.20 2.23 1.259 2 5.305 1 2.443 3.7389 
4 2.330 245.00 2.23 1.269 2 4.818 1 :1 .447 3.237@ 
4 2.320 228.30 2.23 1.269 2 4.379 1 2.450 3.2369 
4 2.310 292.14 2.23 1.269 2 3.979 1 2.452 3.;'3e 
4 2.300 306.52 2.23 1.20 2 3.619 1 2.454 3.233@ 
4 2.790 271.47 2.23 1.269 2 3.269 1 2.456 
4 2060 337.00 2.22 1 .769 2 2.999 1 2.456 3.7309 
4 2.270 353.13 2.22 1.260 2 2.729 1 2.460 3.7229 
4 2.260 369.88 2.22 1.260 2 2.429 1 2.462 3.7329 
4 2.250 387.28 2.22 1.269 2 2.269 1 2.464 3.129 
4 2.240 405.33 2.22 1.249 2 2.079 1 2.446 3.720 
4 2.230 424.08 2.22 1.269 2 1.699 1 2.466 3.2229 
4 2.220 443.3 2.22 1 .29 2 1.729 1 2.470 ..72  
0.210 463.73 2.72 f.219 2 1 .575 9 
4 7.200 4 24.42 2.22 1.35 2 1.49 1 2.414 3.11SY 
4 W90 504.43 2.21 i . 20 2 1 ..2' 1 2.476 3. 210  
4 2.180 58.99 2.31 1 .59 2 i.20? 1 2.478 3.7i5! 
4 2.170 552.40 2.21 1.259 2 1.109 1 2.490 3.7179 
4 2.1.0 574.68 2.21 1.259 2 1.019 1 2.461 3.1119 
4 2.150 601.88 2.21 1.249 2 14 20 0 2.463 7 1 9 
4 2.i0 476.03 2.21 1.249 2 8.469 0 2.455 3.2069 
4 2.130 655.15 2.21 1.240 2 7.755 0 2.467 3300 
4 2.120 483.29 2.20 1.239 2 7.H5 0 2.469 3.2059 
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Non-adiabatic processes in alkali metal-alkyl halide molecule 
collisions 
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The mechanism for vibronic excitation and ion pair production in alkali 
metal—alkyl halide collisions is investigated. A classical trajectory surface 
hopping model is developed to account for the fourteen exit channels for 
which data is available. It is shown that the ground ionic intermediate 
accounts for the observed A state excitation in CH 3 1 as well as the production 
of excited alkali atoms. It is further shown that the other, more highly 
excited, processes can be understood on the basis of an electron harpoon to 
form one of a sequence of strongly ionic doorway states. Each doorway 
State connecting to a manifold of exit channels. The nature of these door -
way states and the role of vacancy production in their excitation is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The alkali metal—alkyl halide system has been very extensively investigated 
as a paradigm for the electron harpoon mechanism of chemical reaction [1-3]. 
In contrast to the otherwise analogous alkali metal halogen molecule systems 
[4, 5], alkyl halides have a negative vertical electron affinity and the non-
adiabatic effects are expected to occur at shorter ranges in these systems. As a 
consequence the ionic exit channel can only be reached after a sequence of 
avoided crossings with excited state potential surfaces. A large number of 
exit channels including electronic, vibrational and ion production channels are 
thus accessible, via curve crossings, to collisions in the eV range and can yield 
information on the dynamics of the collision [6]. Energetic collisions scattering 
at small angles are a particularly convenient probe for the details of the elec-
tronically non-adiabatic processes which occur in these systems. In a previous 
paper [7] one of us reported the results of measurements of the inelastic differ-
ential scattering cross sections for the K+CH 3 I system and more recently have 
reported similar data for the K, Na + CH 3NO2 system [8]. In this work we 
proposed a simple model involving an ionic doorway state to account for the 
§ Dept. de Fisica da Faculdade de Ciencias & Tecnologia (U.N.L.). 
11 Dept. de FIsica do Instituto Superior Técnico (U.T.L.). 
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collision channels leading to the ground electronic state of the molecule. We 
further suggested that various electronically excited states of the alkyl halide 
might be populated by a similar mechanism involving excited doorway states. 
The main basis for this hypothesis being the comparatively low angular onsets 
observed for these processes. 
In the present paper this hypothesis is tested by comparing the model 
predictions with fourteen distinct exit channels over a significant collision 
energy range. In particular, recent results for the angular dependence for ion 
pair production [9] as well as the neutral inelastic channels (including some 
observations at other energies from those previously reported) are now avail-
able. Taken together with information from reactive scattering and other 
sources of potential data this information provides a stringent test for the basic 
premises of this model. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The differential cross sections for neutral inelastic scattering were measured 
in Edinburgh using apparatus that has already been described [10]. The fast 
alkali beam is produced by charge exchange and pulse modulated for time of 
flight purposes using a velocity compression technique. The flight time of the 
scattered alkali atoms is recorded. Measurements have been made for centre 
of mass collision energies between 81 and 278 eV. 
The differential cross sections for ion pair formation were measured in Lisbon 
at centre of mass energies ranging from 24 to 314 eV. Time of flight measure-
ments as well as time correlation between positive and negative ion species were 
performed in order to discriminate the possible ionic exit channels K++CH 3 I-
and K++ I_. The experimental details have been presented elsewhere [9, 11]. 
THE MODEL 
3.1. Algorithm 
The potentials for these systems (as for almost all chemical systems) are not 
well known, although a variety of fragmentary information is available. In 
this paper we seek to establish the dynamical mechanism and not to invert the 
data to obtain full potential surface information. Thus a simple model, capable 
of reproducing the key features in the data with a minimum of adjustable 
parameters is appropriate. 
In these systems the simplest intermediates coupling ground and excited 
states will be of an ionic character. The attractive Coulomb force will lead to 
onset of excitation processes at narrow angles as observed experimentally. The 
potential curves used in this model are shown in figure 1 and the excitation 
processes considered listed in table 1. 
An electron transition is possible both on entering and leaving the inter-
action region. Thus a specified exit channel can be reached via an ionic 
intermediiate in two ways corresponding to either an early or late crossing to 
the ionic surface. The de Broglie wavelength associated with the nuclear 
motion is small compared to the potential gradient (except in the immediate 
vicinity of the diabatic crossings) so the nuclear motion can be treated classically. 
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Figure I. (a) K-Cl-l 3 1 diabatic potentials displayed as a cut through the full surface 
with the molecule at its equilibrium geometry. The potentials are labelled with 
the process number specified in table I. Ionic states are drawn dashed. (I) 
incident channel. (RA) crossing of A state with the ground ionic state. (b) 
CH,-I potentials ; process numbers as in table 1. 
Table 1. Modelled processes. 
Process No. Exit channel Comments 
K(4s) + CH 3 I Elastic 
2 K(4s) + CH 3 I(v) Vibrational excitation 
3 K(4p)+CH 3 I() Early and late contributions 
4 K(4s) + CH 3 I(A) A state excitation (4 states) 
5 K'+(CH 3 I) - Ground ion pair 
6 K(4s)+CH 3 I(6s) Rydberg excitation from I I' lone pair 
7 K+(CH 3 I)* 1st excited ion pair 
(Double Rydberg with n(I) vacancy) 
8 K(4s)+CH 3 I(7s) Rydberg excitation from ' I ' lone pair 
9 K+ +(CH3' - )** 2nd excited ion pair 
(Double Rydberg with n(I) vacancy) 
10 K(4s)+CH 3 I(6s) Rydberg excitation from a(C-H) 
11 K+(CH 3 I)*** 3rd excited ion pair 
(Double Rydberg with a(C-H) vacnacy) 
12 K(4s)+CH 3 I(7s) Rydbcrg excitation from c(C-H) 
13 K+(CH 3 li*s** 4th excited ion pair 
(Double Rydberg with u(C-H) vacancy) 
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and the overall probability of emerging in a given exit state evaluated. The 
experimental measurements are all made in the narrow scattering angle, fast 
collision regime. The trajectories are therefore approximately linear and of 
almost constant velocity so that the dynamical calculation can be considerably 
simplified. In particular it is possible to make use of the small angle formula 
[12] to calculate the deflection function by summing the contributions of each 
different section of potential encountered during the collision 
b 	R.  dV ç -.- (R2-b2)-1'2dR, 	 (3.1) 
where i is a number of different sections, X is the angle of deflection, E the 
collision energy, b the impact parameter and V the potential. In the case of 
inverse power potentials (V = CR--, ) the contribution of each section can be 
evaluated analytically using the result 
Sc
sin (b/R, ,) 
bX,(b)=_- 	J 	sin'OdO, 	 (3.2) E sin' • (h!R,) 
where the substitution h/R = sin 8 is used. The classical differential cross 
section is given by 
b 
a(X) 	Id 	 (3.3) i  
We assume the non-adiabatic transitions are localized and vertical and use the 
standard Landau-Zener result [13] 
P12(b) = exp 	
- 27rH122 
hVr(b)ISi_S2Rc 
for the diabatic transition probability that a system in state I will cross into 
state 2 at the point R where S 1 and S2  are the gradients of the diabetic potentials 
at the crossing point R(., H12 the off-diagonal coupling term and V r(b) the radial 
velocity. The matrix element H12 is parametrized as: 
H12(R) = H12 exp (O7(R - R')), 	 (3.5) 
where R', is the new crossing radius on exit from the ground ion state and this 
relation gives an exponential decay with crossing distance as generally suggested 
[14]. 
In the computation the motion between successive surface crossing points 
is treated independently in the collision coordinate (R) and the internal target 
coordinate (r) (the CH, group is regarded as structureless). The total deflection 
along any trajectory, exploring a number of different potential surfaces is then 
the sum of the individual contributions calculated between successive crossing 
points using the small angle result, equation (3.1). However, the location of 
the crossing point R, i  is a function of the internal target coordinate (bond 
length) and the R(. 1  are revised iteratively as the bond length varies. Thus 
during the collision lifetime typical of these experiments, 10-14 s, transitions to 
the ground ionic surface will expand the C-I distance, increase the electron 
affinity and hence move the related crossing distance, R',, further out. (The 
reverse effect appears to occur in the excited A states of the molecule and is 
discussed later.) 
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The molecular nature of the target is therefore only manifest via the changes 
in the location of the crossing seams produced by its internal motion. 
3.2. Potential surfaces 
In the present work the Cl-I 3 ! molecule is assumed to be isotropic with the 
potential parameters appropriate to interaction with the 1 end of the molecule. 
Previously [7], some features of the neutral differential cross section, especially 
the elastic cross section, had been interpreted in terms of molecular anisotropy. 
In the present model, however, some of these features appear to arise as a 
result of contributions from an excited ion state and the anisotropy of the 
molecule now appears to be less significant. The potentials used in the model 
are shown as a cut through the surface at the molecular equilibrium distance 
in figure 1 (a) and were of the following form 
(a) For the K-CH 3 I, R coordinate. 
Covalent potentials 
V(R)(.u3I 	
[(a) 12 (u)6] 
+ 	 ( 3.6) 




I44( 	+)+I.P._EAc111 (3.7) 
and 
V(R) K+_ (d1131 - ).= A' 
()5_ 
 144 (+)+ !.P. 	(3.8) 
where I.P. is the ionization potential of the potassium atom (43 eV), 
EACH3 , is the electron affinity of the molecule in the ground state 
and 	is the excitation energy at the equilibrium CH,-I distance. 
(b) For the CH 3 I, r coordinate the potential forms are displayed in figure 
1 (b). 
(i) Covalent potentials. Their relative position is appropriate for 
electron attachment but for the construction of the surface it is 
convenient to include the molecular excitation in the K-CH 3 I 
interaction. 
Covalent with the exception of the A states 
V(r) 113 _ 1 = D 0 (exp (- 2fle  
-2 exp (- ICOV(r - req))). 	(3.9) 
A states 
= A exp (- B(r - r (,q )). 	 (3.10) 
These are based on the 3 potentlal§ found by Clear et al. [15] for 
the A states of HI together with one other potential. 
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(ii) Ionic potentials 
Ground ionic 
= fl 1 , 0 cxp ( - 1 , 01 (r - r )) + V13 (r, R)  
where V(r, R) is the 3-body ' potential barrier inserted to con-
strain the C-I bond expansion. This potential is significant only 
in the close encounter region. 
Table 2. Potential parameters. 
K-CH,I 	 C11,l 
Neutral States Neutral States Ionic States 
011(a) 
32 0,A 	 (a) 
D,-,,v/eV 233 (I,) Djon/cV 1•65 (Ii) 
p,,iA - I 3.4 (1:) p,,,A - ' 465 (Ii) 
Process no. 	E,.xe/eV r,.q /A 214 (i) EA11eV 3063 (i) 
1.2 	0.0 A states I/'t(r, I?) term 
3 16(b) 
4 	 38-5.0(c) ' 1 BARR/cV 1.4 1 
6 65 (d) 
I 	I I 196 (c) R00 /A 10.0 I 8 	 82(d) A/cV I 2.709(2.711 
(c))f 
Ground ionic state 
"o 
 f 1.5f ron /A 25 A/e\' 	0845(1.5 (a))t 11 0 ,- 1396 (c) r 1 , rr/A 35J 
,,,  R /A 32 (e) 
4.0(f) 
1 11 1-9 (c) Excited ionic state 
Excited ionic States sII I  285 (c) D'j o ,,/eV 1.0f 
A'/eV 	0.75f B/A - ' I 
{ 
&,/A 32 iI 1.9f $ 0 0/A - ' 465 
625f 
I" 4.1(c) 




t Values have been adjusted to fit the experimental results. Where data is available 
for these parameters it has been given in brackets after the value used in the model. 
Fitted to potential of EVERS, C., 1977, Chen:. Phys., 21, 355. 
BACHER, R. F., and GOUDSMIT, S., 1932, Atomic Energy States (McGraw-Hill), 
p. 245. 
CLEAR, R. D., RILEY, S. J., and WILSON, K. R., 1975, 7. chem. Phys., 63, 1340. 
BOSCHI, R. A., and SALAHJB, D. R., 1972, Molec. Plzys., 24, 289. 
RITTNER, E. S., 1951,7. chem. Phys., 19, 1030. 
(I) BRUMER, P., and KARI'LUS, M., 1973,7. diem. P11)5., 58, 3903, k=zi< +zr)/2}. 
Deduced from SPALBURG, ?vl. R., 1981, Doctoral Scriptie, Universteit van Amster-
dam. 
WENTWORTH, W. E., GEORGE, R., and KEITH, H., 1969, .7. chem. Mills., 51, 1791. 
LABUDDE, R. A., KuNrz, P. J., BERNSTEIN, R. B., and LEVINE, R. D., 1973, .7. 
chem. Phvs., 59, 6286. 
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'Fable 3. Coupling parameters for K+CH 3 I. 
Crossing radius as 
marked on figure 1 	RI 	R2 	R3 	R4 	R5 	R6 	R7 	118 	R9 RIO 
Crossing radius/A 
(at r,r) 	 2-868 3-800 2564 2-637 4060 7-748 2-509 2-561 2-981 4-060 
1-11eV 	 0-442 0-089 0-334 0-277 0-030 0-001 0-498 0-168 0-021 0-030 
Note. The intensities of processes fed from the two highest excited ion states (II and 
13) have not been fitted to the observed intensities so that the appropriate coupling para- 
meters have not been inferred. 
V 3 )(r, 1?) = DARR tanh (4(R01 - R))(tanh (1 •S()- - 
- tanh (1 .S(r - r rr ))). 	(3.12) 
Excited ionic 
= i)'1(cxp ( - fl11,(r - r ei  )) 
—2 exp 
( - 
fl 1,(r - r.))). 	(3.13) 
The electronic excitation energy (E',) is included in the 1%.—CU 3 ! interaction. 
The values for all the potential parameters are given in table 2. The para-
meters adjusted to obtain a fit are indicated by a dagger. The values of the 
coupling parameters used in the Landau—Zener expression (3.3) are given in 
table 3 along with the crossing radii for the C—I at its equilibrium bond length. 
The values used for H 12 are shown in figure 2 in comparison with the trend line 
obtained from other experimental derived data available for one electron transfer 
process [14]. They show an exponential decrease with R, but are somewhat 
smaller. The crossings corresponding to the excited states have the larger 
differences. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The energy losses observed in the neutral experiments for different collision 
energies are given in table 4 together with their previous assignment. The 
model now includes all these observed processes with the exception of process 
14 which was provisionally assigned, [7], as n(I)._ a*(C_H) and involved 
capture into the a*(C_H) followed by recapture of an electron from the iodine 
lone pairs. This exclusion necessarily follows from our treatment of —CH 3 as 
a structureless particle. 
4.1. Vibrational and alkali atom excitation 
These processes can extend up to 43 eV, the ionization potential for potassium 
however, experimentally only the K(4 2P) excitation appears to be significant. 
The model predicts two exit channels both corresponding to electronic excitation 
of the K(4 21)) state but with different amounts of vibrational excitation of the 
molecule corresponding to crossing onto the ground ionic surface on the way 
into the collision or on leaving it. It also predicts an exit channel corresponding 
to vibrational excitation of the molecule without electronic excitation (process 2). 
At 81 eV CM (figure 3) two sets of energy losses are observed below 16 e\' (the 
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Figure 2. Comparison of coupling matrix elements (table 3) with the trend line obtained 
from other experimental derived data available for one electron transfer process 
[14] (solid line). Most of the experimental derived data lie within a factor of 3 
(dashed line). 
first excitation energy of potassium). This feature emerges naturally from the 
model as a rainbow in the ionic well. Figure 4 shows the observed energy 
losses plotted against the inverse of the collision velocity. It can be seen that 
processes 2 and 3, proceeding via the ground ionic surface, show a vibrational 
excitation that increases with collision lifetime while the A states show no clear 
trend. The solid lines in the figure are the average energy losses for each 
process as calculated by the model. The predicted vibrational excitation 
increases as the collision lifetime allows the C–I bond to stretch. 
It was found that the model energy losses were particularly sensitive to 
the form of the C-1 repulsive potential. As discussed in the previous paper 
[7] it is necessary to include a 3 body term in the ionic surface which has the 
effect of considerably reducing the repulsive strength of the C-1 interaction 
when a K+  ion is adjacent. This term possibly represents the effect of polariza-
tion in depleting the electron population in the 2a*  orbital. In the absence of 
such a term the model almost invariably predicts that early electron crossing 
collisions result in dissociation to form 1 ions—in contrast to the observed 
importance of the neutral inelastic channels. 
ki 
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Table 4. Experimentally observed energy losses Neutral scattering. 
	
Model 	 Predicted 
process No. Observed energy loss/eV 	 electronic 
Collision 	 energy 
energy cm/e\' 81 	106 	164 	218t 	Proposed assignment 	loss/c\' 
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0.0 Elastic 0-0 
2 0-6 1-0 Vib. energy in C-I bond 0-() 
1-3 1-2 
3 2-0 1-9 1-7 (1-4) 4s-4p 1-6(26] 
3-1 3-1 2-8 
4 4-0 4-0 4-2 
4.3 4-8 (5-0) z(1) -.a(C-l) 3.5-5.5 [17] 
5-0 5-5 
5-6 5-6 
6 6-4 6-4 (7-0) n(l) -'-ôs Rvdberg 6-5 [22] 
8 8-0 8-6 8-4 n(I) -'7s Rvdberg 8-2 1221 
10 Higher 11-3 10-4 (10-2) op(C-H) -'-6s Rvdberg 11-0 [27] 
energy loss 
processes 
12 obscured by 13-4 12-4 a,,(C-I-1) --7s Rvdherg 12-9 [27] 
41 K isotope 
(not 6-7-2 in E range 6-4-9-0 in E range n(1) -o(C-H) - 	6-0 [28] 
modelled) 40-220 eV' 60-900 eV' 
f At 218 eV collision energy the resolution is insufficient to distinguish the separate 
contributions. 
I I Process. 
No. 
4 	• 4 8 • I 	4 ._-- 	14 
• 	I t_- 6 
4 4 - 
I • 	• • • 	4 
4 
4 
 4 	I 
14 + 1• , . • 	• 4 • 	• 
• 
• I 
4 4 	4 $ 	4 	4 4 
- 	4 	• • • 4 	4 	4 4 • 	• 4 	4 , •__..±_______+__ 
2 • • • , 
o • I - 	4 I . I 
0 	 50 	 100 	 150 	200 
Ecm X cm  /(eV.degree) 
Figure 3. Inelastic neutral scattering at 81 eV cm collision energy. The observed energy 
losses as a function of scattering angle are compared with the model predictions 
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Figure 4. Average channel energy losses as a function of the inverse of the initial collision 
velocity. The solid lines are the model prediction. (a) Higher energy loss pro-
cesses obscured by isotope. 
The ground ionic potential surface required to achieve a satisfactory fit 
together with a typical trajectory are illustrated in figure 5. It should be 
noted that the large ' r ' dependence in this barrier is not probed by these 
experiments. More detailed comparisons between the model and the obser-
vations, including energy loss and differential cross sections for the four neutral 
channels which are populated via the ground ionic surface are shown in figures 6 
and 7. 
Further information on the ionic surfaces is available from the differential 
ion production cross section measurements. These are shown for a number of 
collision energies in figure 8. At the lowest angles (60 eV degree) the time 
correlation measurements showed the ionic product to be exclusively 1, an 
increasing fraction of CH 3 1 is however seen at larger E and collision energies 
[9]. As the collision energy increases, the peak in the cross section moves 
steadily to wider angles and in some cases (figure 10) can be seen to be a series 
of distinct angular peaks. The relative intensity of each peak changes rather 
rapidly with collision velocity to give, at the experimental resolution, the 
appearance of a single peak moving in angle as the collision velocity varies. 
Figure 9 illustrates this point and show the model results for the first three 
ionic states (figure 1). (The other two higher lying ionic states shown in figure 
1 will be discussed in a later section.) The observed peaks are seen to be 
rainbows and provide an excellent probe for the well depth in these states. If 
these ionic states are not dissociative this model also accounts for the observa-
tion of CH3 I ions at the wider scattering angles. A similar fit for the Cs + CH 3 I 
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In general the model, with its limited parametrization, gives excellent 
agreement in both the neutral and ion channels—confirming the previous 
picture for these processes. 
Eli 
Figure 5. Ground ionic surface showing the effect of the three body term in the potential. 
I entrance on the ground covalent surface ; II reactive channel. The solid lines 
Ill and IV are the crossing seams K(4 2S) and K(4 2P) to ionic respectively. The 
trajectories for a collision energy of 81 eV cm and impact parameter of 191 .k are 
also drawn. The processes 2 ( ), 3, early crossing (— -+ —) and 5 (***), 
ionic trajectory, have an initial jump into the ionic surface at A. The turning 
point is B. Process 2 exists to K(4 2S) at C. Process 3, early crossing exits 
K(4 5P) at E. Process 5, ionic trajectory, continues on the surface. The process 
3, late crossing, ( x x x ), has an initial jump into the ionic surface at A and exits 
to K(4 2P) at D. 
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Figure 6. Inelastic neutral scattering as in figure 3 but at 164 eV cm collision energy. 
Interestingly it should be noted that although the processes discussed in 
this section are dominantly connected to the ground ionic state there is neverthe-
less a small contribution to the neutral scattering which samples the higher 
excited ionic surfaces. A consequence, which finds some support in the 
structure seen at wider angles in process 1. 
4.2. A state excitation 
The A states of the neutral molecule are repulsive and lead to dissociation 
of the molecule [16]. Optically these are observed to onset in the range 35-
45 eV reaching a maximum about 1 eV above onset [17]. The continuum 
observed involves transitions to several states including those dissociating to 
11/2 and 13/2. Collision induced transitions would be expected to give discrete 
energy losses as a result of vertical transitions in the same way as described for. 
the excited K states. Inspection of the potential model, figure 1, shows that 
it is just possible to ' feed ' these states from the ground ionic surface with the 
molecule in its equilibrium configuration. The crossing of the K—CH 3 I (A) 
potentials with the ground ion curve in the equilibrium geometry are very 
far out, so that the crossing probability would be small. In the case of tran-
sitions to the bound, ground state of CH 3 I the electron affinity increases rapidly 
with C—I stretch. In contrast, the repulsive A states show a constant or 
decreasing electron affinity (depending upon the relative shapes of the ground 
ionic and A state potential surfaces). The crossing radius, R,  between the 
excited molecular A states and the ionic surface can thus actually decrease 
during the collision as the C—I bond stretches a natural consequence of the 
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Figure 7. Relative differential cross section for neutral channel at 164 eV cm collision 
energy. Model prediction is solid line. (a) Process I Elastic. (b) Process 2 
Vibrational excitation of CH 3 I. (c) and (d) Process 3 late (c) and early (d) crossing 
to ionic surface followed by K(4 2P) excitation. (1) Contribution from first excited 
ion state via early crossing at R 3 (figure 1 (a)). 
remarked by Herschbach [18]. This mechanism offers a plausible route to 
the population of these states. This conjecture is supported by the model 
results which show that physically realistic estimates for the potentials and 
coupling terms reproduce the observations rather well and in particular can 
account for the narrow reduced angle at which these processes onset. 
4.3. Excited ionic states 
The existence of a number of excited ionic states of CH 3 I formed in collision 
with Na atoms and having excitation energies from about 8 eV upwards has 
already been suggested on the basis of energy loss spectra of Na ions [19]. 
The existence of such states was also proposed in our previous paper [7]. The 
present differential ion production measurements provide further evidence for 
these states the first of the excited levels having an energy of 75 e\' relative to 
the asymptote of the ground ion in the present model. 
The lifetime and electron configuration of these species arc unknown but 
it is likely that a valence or non-bonding electron, probably from the n(l) 
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Figure 9. Differential cross sections for ion pair formation, K + CH 3 I. Experimental 
solid line, model prediction dashed. (a) 88 eV lab. (b) 178 eV lab. 
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Figure 10. Differential cross section for ion pair formation, Cs+CH 3 I. Experimental 
solid line, model prediction dashed. (a) 52 eV lab. (b) 142 eV lab. 
orbital, is prompted to leave a core vacancy. Since little or no vibrational 
excitation is observed in the molecular Rydberg processes (figures 3 and 6) and 
CH 3 1 ions are observed it seems unlikely that a vacancy in a bonding orbital is 
created or that the 2 a*, antibonding, orbital is populated. We thus hypo-
thesize that the two active electrons in an excited negative ion (one promoted, 
one donated) are accommodated in molecular Rydberg levels—probably 
stabilized by the adjacent alkali ions. Such double excited negative ions have 
been observed in Xe as resonances in the electron scattering [20] and more 
recently in He - [21]. 
As previously described the three lowest ionic surfaces shown in figure I 
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has been made to account for the width of the Franck Condon region or the 
apparatus resolution. The agreement is excellent. 
The two highest ion pair states shown in figure 1 were introduced in a 
more speculative fashion since ion states in this region could provide a gateway 
to the neutral processes 10 and 12 which probably involve different core vacancies. 
It is interesting to note that the experimental ion pair cross section shows some 
evidence for such peaks in the appropriate regions (figure 8) though the reso-
lution is not adequate to permit an unequivocal statement. The production 
of vacancies in the C—H bonding orbitals would be expected to produce signi-
ficant vibrational excitation in these ions. 
4.4. Molecular Rydberg excitations 
The strongest Rydberg tran itions observed spectroscopically are to excited 
s and d orbitals [22]. The lo est s orbital will be 6s and the lowest d orbital 
Sd (which cannot be distingu ;hcd energetically from the 7s orbital in the 
present experiments). Higher Rydberg states although available in principle 
will have considerably smaller :oupling matrix elements due to the larger size 
of these orbitals and are unlike] ' to be important. The spin—orbit splitting in 
these levels is comparable to ti e energy resolution of the experiments so that 
an average of the two energy l 'els has been used in the calculations. Four 
excitation processes observed e: perimentally have been tentatively assigned to 
Rydberg levels, table 4. All ( I these processes onset at very low scattering 
angles (figure 6) an observation that can most readily be explained by an inter-
mediate in which dV/dRKI is predominantly positive to scatter the K atom 
into the forward direction. TI ese excited neutral states cannot intersect with 
the ground ion pair state and the observed excited ion states provide an obvious 
mechanism. If the electron promoted to a Rydberg level is from a non bonding 
orbital the C—I force constant and equilibrium distance [17] would be un-
changed in both the ion and neutral states. Little or no vibrational excitation 
would then be expected to occur in conjunction with these transitions. This 
picture when incorporated in the model accounts rather well for the observations 
in processes 6 and 8 in figure 6, including the narrow angle onset. 
It seems possible that the higher neutral excitation processes (10 and 12), 
almost certainly involving a different core vacancy can be populated in an 
analogous way by the highest ionic states tentatively identified in the previous 
section. These states would be expected to show substantial vibrational 
excitation with a strong dependence on collision lifetime (because of the small 
reduced mass of the C—H oscillator). Interestingly, such a trend is observed in 
processes 10 and 12, figure 4, though we have not attempted to model this effect. 
4.5. Correlation diagram 
A diabatic correlation diagram, drawn according to the Barat rules [23], 
for the Xe/K system is shown in figure 11. Xe provides a good model for the 
excited states of CH 3 I [24, 25]. The approximate molecular orbitals for CH 3 I 
and their correlation to the Xe atom for the linear configuration are also 
shown. The high atomic numbers involved in these systems make the diagram 
complex. However a number of relevant features can be seen. Firstly, the 
4sK(5pa) orbital has an early crossing with the 7/za orbital (which correlates to 
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Figure 11. Diabatic correlation diagram for K+Xe. The significant CH 3 I orbitals are 
also shown. 	- 
the 2cr*  CH3 I orbital). Thus electron transfer to form the ground ion pair 
state is expected in accord with experiment. The 7/ia orbital is strongly 
promoted so that crossings with a range of excited orbitals can occur. Thus 
the Sdir, 6pa orbitals correlating to excited 4p, 5s levels of the atom are accessible 
by this route. 
Additionally we note that the 5p orbital, either vacant or half-full plunges 
in energy and is available to create inner vacancies by capture from the core. 
Thus the production of the excited ions and Rydberg neutral species could be 
rationalized by the following sequence. An initial electron transfer from K 
to the 6s Rydberg level of CH 3 1, 4sK-*6sa, is followed by the production of a 
core vacancy, 5p7-±5p, 5pa -+6sa, to yield CH3I_* ( 5p5  6s2 ). Electron recapture 
by the K ion, 6sa-~4sK, then yields the neutral Rydberg levels of CH3I. 
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5. Cocuisiot.s 
The combination of experimental data for ion pair production and neutral 
inelastic scattering over a wide energy and angular range has provided tighi 
constraints on the dynamics of these collisions. Comparison of these results 
with a simple dynamical model then yields an insight into the electronic re-
arrangements involved in the collision. 
In particular, the importance of an ion pair intermediate as the doorway to 
atomic excitation, vibrational excitation of the CH 3 I (in its ground electronic 
state), CH 3 I(A) and 1, K ions is confirmed. It is shown that this inter-
mediate is markedly less repulsive in the C—I coordinate than the free molecular 
ion—structural information not easily accessible by other methods. 
The formation of excited ion pair states is also observed in these collisions. 
It is suggested that these states are analogous to resonances observed in electron 
scattering from Xe and involve similar core vacancies. Such states are shown 
to provide a plausible mechanism for the production of the highly excited 
neutral states of the alkyl halide which are also produced in these collisions. 
Finally it is suggested that electron donation to the alkali metal plays an im- 
portant part in the creation of the vacancies in the valence shell required by the 
proposed mechanism : the whales revenge! 
Support from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization for this work is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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ADIABATIC PROCESSES IN ALKALI METAL - ALKYL HALIDE MOLECULE COLLISIONS: NEUTRAL EXCITATION AND 
ION PAIR PRODUCTION CHANNELS 
A.M.C. Moutinho and A. Praxedes 
Centro de Fisica Molecular des Universidades de Lisboa, 
Av. Rovisco Pais, Comolexo 1-1ST, 100 Lisboa, Portugal. 
E. Cowan and M.A.O. Fluendy 
Department of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh. 
West Mains Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JJ, Scotland. 
Alkali metal/alkyl halide molecular collisions 
ide convenient systems in which to study non 
batic effects in molecular collisions. 
1,2 
 In 
rast to halogen molecules  alkyl halides have a 
tive vertical electron affinity and curve crossing 
cts are expected to occur at shorter ranges In these 
ems. At collision energies In the eV range a large 
er of exit channels, including electronic, 
atlonal and Ion production processes, are open and 
yield Information on the non adiabatic effects. 
In this paper measured differential cross sections 
vibronic excitation  and ion production  are 
ared with the predictions of a simple model. At 
energies of these experiments the trajectories are 
st straight so that the deflection of the exit atom 
ion Is a good probe for the atom/Ion - molecule 
ential surface. The vibrational excitation observed 
the neutral exit channels at small deflections is 
Ilarly sensitive to the intramolecular potential 
rating during the collisions. 
Comparison of these results with the predictions 
a model based upon diabatic surfaces showed electron 
nsfer yielding a strongly attractive potential to be 
essential ingredient, Fig. 1. In the close encounter 
ion, however, the energy losses observed, Fig. 2, 
w that the C-I potential is considerably modified 
im that seen In the free molecular Ion. 
The ion production cross sections, Fig. 3, are 
consistent with this picture but reveal the involvement 
of both the ground and an excited ion state, each 
contributing a rainbow to the observed ion scattering. 
The nature and possible role of this excited ion state 
in feeding the observed neutral excited states of the 
molecule - in an analogous way to the ground Ion state 
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PROCESSOS NAO ADIABXTICOS EM C0L1SES DE K,Cs COM CH I 
0  ** 
A.J.F.Praxedes ,E.E.B.Cowan , M.A.D.FluefldY e A.M.C.Moutlflho 
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Os sistemas metal alcalino - halogenetO de metilo tm sido extensi-
vamenteestudados como exemplos ti:picos do mecanisinO do "electrao arpoador". 
Neste trabaiho sero apresentados resultados experimentais referen-
tes .a canals de saida neutros e inicos. Secçes eficazes diferenclais 
(f ig.1) para a formaço de pares de ies foram medi4as em Li sboaWpara ener 
gias no centro de massa compreendidas entre 24 e 314 eV, nwna verso meiho 
rada do "1ho de feixes moleàulares j9 descrito 2 . As secçes eficazes 
0. 
diferencais para as canals neutros foram realizadas em Edinburgo 
energias de co1iso no centro de massa entre 81 e 278 eV (fig.2) envolven 
C. • CU3! 
CANAlS IONICOS 
142 .V 
: :: / 
E 
lab 
 178 ev, f 
x degree) 
Fig. I 
modeLo no Co ywo&Zdo. 
TABELA 1 
Proc. 	Canais de sada 
I K(4s) + CH3I 	elstico 
2 K(4s) + CH3I(V) vib. (C-I) 
3 K(4p) + CH 1(V) 	4s-4p + vib.(C-I) 
4 K(4s) + dH31(A) n(I) 
5 	K +(CH3I) 	inico fundament. 
6 K(4s) + CH I(6s) n(I) - 6s 
+ 
7 	K +(CH3 	 ° I ) duplo de n(I)  
8 K(4s) + CH.,1<7s) n(I) -, 7s 
J + 	_** 
9 	K +(CHI ) 	duplo de n(I) o 
w 
10 	K(4s) + CH I(6s) a (C-H) -.6s r 
11 K 	+(CH3I ) 	duplo de a(C-H).. 
12 	K(4s) + CH 1(7s) a (C-H) - 7s 
+ 	- **** p 
13 K +(CH3I ) 	duplo de a(C-H) 
14 	K(4s) + CH3I n(I) 	
*() 
do perdas de energia at 14 eV. 
Os vrios processos observados experimentalmente sao significati-
vos na zona dos pequenos 2ingulos de desvio o que se justifica pelo carcter 
atractivo dos canals i6nicos confirmados pelas medidas de pares de ides. 
Para a an1ise conjunta dos resultados foi desenvolvido urn modelo envolven-
do 14 canais de saida ( TABELA 1 ). 
Verifica-se que a formaço de pares i&iicos K+I 	fundamental pa- 
ra justificar a excitaço at&nica K(4p), a excitaço vibracional do CH3 I no 
estado fundamental e do CH3I(A). Para processos de major perda de energia 
a formaço de estados excitados de pares de ies, acessveis atravs detran 
sices no adiabticas na aproximaço, constitui urn mecanismo plausrvel e 
que explica a produço de estados neutros de Rydberg CH 3I(6s,7s,...). Os es 
tados inicos excitados envolvem ies negativos corn dois e1ectres em orbi-
tas de Rydberg. 
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Vibrational and Electronic Excitation 
in K/N 2 Collisions 
E.E.B. Campbell, G.W. Black and M.A.D. Fluendy, 
Department of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, 
West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JJ (U.K.) 
Inelastic differential scattering cross sections for the system K/N 2 
have been measured in the small angle regime for eX in the range 0-600 eV* 
and at 4 collision energies in the range 43-110 eV CM. Experimental results 
and preliminary modelling for one collision energy (85.6 eV CM) have already 
been published [1]. 
A cross beam time of flight technique was used to measure energy 
transfer effects occurring in the collision. The apparatus has already been 
described [2]. The fast alkali beam is produced by charge exchange and 
pulse modulated for time of flight purposes using a velocity compression 
technique. The flight time of the scattered atoms is recorded. 
Time of flight profiles are produced at a number of angles of deflection 
and from these the energy loss of the potassium atom is calculated. Such 
a profile, averaged over all angles of observation, for collisions at 43.3 eV 
CM is shown in Figure 1. The average energy losses observed for given 
excitation processes are shown in Figure 2 as a function of 1/V, where V 
is the relative velocity of the colliding species. Also shown in the figure 
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Figure 1 Energy loss spectrum averaged over observations in the 0.5_5.00 range. 
Bars are two std. devs long 
The results will be discussed in detail later but the main features 
are as follows: 
A number of potassium excitations have been observed including 
K(5P) and K(6S) which were previously observed by Kempter et al [3]. 
The vibrational excitation observed simultaneously with the electronic 
excitations of the atom increases as the collision energy increases 
(Figure 2A). This is in distinction from other systems where the 
vib. energy tends to zero as the collision tends to the sudden limit. 
There appears to be no vibrational excitation associated with most 
of the observed electronic excitations of the molecule (Figure 2B). 
We intend to present a simple classical model for these collisions based 
on the surface hopping trajectory method. Although quantum mechanics is 
necessary for a full treatment of this sytem it will be interesting to discover 
how successful classical physics can be. The proposed model involves an ionic 
intermediate (K+ - N 2  ) to access electronically excited states of the atom and 
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Figure 2 (a) & (b) Observed energy losses plotted against 1/v 
(the collision lifetime). A tentative assignment 
is also shown. 
channels corresponding to a particular electronic excitation of the atom 
but with different amounts of vibrational excitation of the molecule corresponding 
to crossing onto the ionic surface on the way into the collision or on 
leaving it. A similar model has been described for K-CH3 I collisions [4]. 
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